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Gianfranco RossiUniversit�a di ParmaDip. di MatematicaVia M. D'Azeglio, 85/A43100 Parma (Italy)gianfr@prmat.math.unipr.itAugust 30, 2000AbstractIn this paper we present a Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) language which provides �nitesets|along with basic set-theoretic operations|as �rst-class objects of the language. The language|called CLP(SET )|is an instance of the general CLP framework, and as such it inherits all the generalfeatures and theoretical results of this scheme.The operational semantics of the language relies on the ability to verify satis�ability of anyconjunction of positive and negative literals based on the predicate symbols =;2;[, and jj (i.e.,disjointness of two sets) in a (hybrid) universe of �nite sets. We also review and compare the maintechniques considered to represent �nite sets in logic languages, and we give, trough programmingexamples, the taste of the expressive power o�ered by programming in CLP(SET ).Keywords: Declarative Programming, Constraints, Computable Set Theory.1 IntroductionThe notion of set is a common component in the design and development of computer programs. Never-theless, conventional programming languages (e.g., Pascal) usually provide no, or very limited, supportfor this powerful data abstraction.1 In recent years, however, many proposals in the �eld of declarativeprogramming languages devoted more attention to the representation and management of sets.This is the case of various speci�cation languages, such as Z [60] and B [2]. In this context, sets havea primary role in providing the suitable high-level data abstractions required to make the language avehicle for rapid experimentation with algorithms and program design.Attention to sets has also emerged in the area of database languages, and more speci�cally in thecontext of deductive databases (e.g., LDL [9], COL [1], RelationLog [43]), where sets have been advocatedas the most appropriate abstraction to deal with complex and incomplete objects.More recently, various general-purpose functional and logic programming languages have introducedsupport for di�erent avors of sets. In particular, SEL [39] and its successor SuRE [38], CLPS [42],1One notable exception is the procedural programming language SETL [56] which, on the contrary, adopts sets as itsprimary data structure. 1



Conjunto [31], and the recently proposed language CLAIRE [14], all provide sets as �rst-class entities,embedding them in either a functional-logic or constraint logic or object-oriented programming language.Moreover, other logic-based programming languages, such as G�odel [33], its successor Escher [45], andthe concurrent language Oz/Mozart [59, 55], support sets through standard libraries of the language.Similarly, the ECLiPSe system [34] now provides Conjunto as one of its standard constraint libraries.The experiences reported in all these proposals indicate the adequacy of declarative languages as hostsfor set-theoretical constructions. As a matter of fact, declarativeness well combines with the high levelof abstraction guaranteed by set constructs. Moreover, the non-determinism implicit in the operationalsemantics of logic programming languages is a fundamental feature for supporting the execution of manyset-related operations.All the languages mentioned above, however, impose restrictions either on the class of admissibleset expressions, or on the computability properties of the expressions themselves. Very often sets arerequired to be completely speci�ed in advance, i.e., no variable elements are allowed in the sets, and thesets themselves must have a prede�ned size. Alternatively, in many of these proposals, operations canbe (safely) applied only to completely speci�ed sets. Set elements are frequently limited to the atomicobjects|i.e., nested sets are not allowed|and they can come only from a prede�ned �nite domain ofvalues|e.g., intervals of integers. Languages targeted to speci�c application domains, such as deductivedatabase languages, are mostly concerned with aggregate operations (e.g., collecting elements with agiven property and verifying membership), and they place limited attention on other basic set-theoreticalfacilities. On the other hand, those languages which provide very exible and general set manipulationfacilities|such as Z and B|usually do not consider computability properties as a primary requirement,being intentionally designed only as formal speci�cation languages.In this paper we present a logic-based language|called CLP(SET )|which combines a very exibleand general use of sets with a relatively e�cient and safe execution support for all the set manipulationfacilities provided.To achieve these goals we select the Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) scheme as the generalcomputational framework. In this context, sets are seen as primitive objects of the language and basicoperations on sets are dealt with as constraints.The class of admissible sets in CLP(SET ) is considerably more general than those of the other propos-als. Sets are allowed to be nested and partially speci�ed. Sets are allowed to contain variables and othernon-ground elements; furthermore, only some of the components of each sets are required to be explicitlyenumerated, while the remaining elements can be left unspeci�ed. The ability to treat set operations asconstraints allows partially speci�ed sets to be managed in a very exible way, while preserving the cleandeclarative structure of (pure) logic and constraint programming languages.The presence of sets as �rst-class citizens of the language|rather than providing them as an extensionor an addition to the language but not part of the language itself (e.g., in the form of a library [31, 59])|allows us to endow sets with a precise formal semantics, properly integrated within the overall declarativesemantics of the host language. In addition, being CLP(SET ) an instance of the general constraintlogic programming framework [35], the semantics of our language can be directly derived from that ofthis general scheme. Precisely, the semantics of CLP(SET )|both the operational, the logical, and thealgebraic ones|are those of the general CLP scheme [35], suitable instantiated on the speci�c structureof interest, called SET . This structure is designed to model hereditarily �nite sets. All the prede�nedpredicates dealing with sets are viewed as primitive constraints of the language. The constraint solveris developed accordingly, to allow the execution mechanisms to test constraint satis�ability in the SETstructure.Similarly to most related proposals, computational e�ciency is not a primary requirement of our work.Our concern is mostly devoted to the possibility of describing as many as possible (complex) problemsin terms of executable set data abstractions, and we would like to do this in the most intuitive anddeclarative way. On the other hand, and di�erently from the case of formal speci�cation languages, thee�ectiveness and computability of the methods proposed is of primary importance. In CLP(SET ) westrive to guarantee the ability of e�ectively (though not always e�ciently) proving satis�ability of theproblem at hand, as well as explicitly computing the set of all possible solutions. The focus of our work,2



therefore, is on the expressive power of the language, combined with a `clean' formal de�nition of it ande�ective methods for computing solutions.It is important to observe that the inherent computational complexity of some of the problems athand can be considerably high. For example, by allowing the programmer to use partially speci�edsets in his/her programs we introduce the potential of high complexity|e.g., the set uni�cation problembetween partially speci�ed sets is known to be NP-complete [40, 22]. Nevertheless, at the implementationlevel it is possible to accommodate for the di�erent cases, distinguishing between partially and completelyspeci�ed sets and allowing operations on the latter to be executed in the most e�cient way.Regarding the use of our language to study the existence of computable solutions to set formulae, ourwork is closely related to the work on Computable Set Theory (CST) [12, 20]. CST was mainly developedto answer the need to enhance the inferential engines of theorem provers and for the implementation ofthe imperative language SETL [56]. The general problem was that of identifying computable classes offormulae of suitable sub-theories of the general Zermelo-Fraenkel set-theory.A preliminary version of CLP(SET ) was presented in [29]. The language presented in this paperrepresents the CLP counterpart of the extended logic programming language flogg �rst presented in [21]and then more extensively described in [22]. An enhancement of the constraint handling capabilities ofthe original version of CLP(SET ) was subsequently described in [24]. However, no complete descriptionof the full version of the language has been provided so far. A CLP(SET ) interpreter|implemented inSICStus Prolog|is available at http://www.math.unipr.it/�gianfr/setlog/interpreter.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the pros and cons of building set abstractionson top of an existing language, such as Prolog, instead of adding them as �rst-class citizens of thelanguage. In Section 3 we provide an overview of the di�erent avors of set abstractions that have beenconsidered in the literature. Section 4 provides a brief overview of Constraint Logic Programming|in the context of a multi-sorted language|and introduces the fundamental notions and notations usedthroughout this paper. In Section 5 we introduce the representation of �nite sets adopted in our language,which is based on the use of the binary element insertion symbol f� j �g as the set constructor. Section 6tackles the issue of selecting a suitable collection of set operations (e.g., =, 2, �, [) to be providedas primitive constraints in the language|instead of being explicitly programmed using the languageitself. These choices may deeply a�ect the expressive power of the language. In Section 7 we compareour representation of sets with another approach widely used in the literature, that relies on the useof the binary union symbol [ as the set constructor. A precise characterization of the CLP(SET )language|namely, its signature, the structure used to assign a meaning to its symbols, the constraintsolver procedure SATSET and the solved form of a constraint|is given in Section 8. The next section,Section 9, describes in detail the various rewriting procedures used by the SATSET constraint solver torewrite a CLP(SET )-constraint to its equivalent solved form. The solved form is designed to guaranteea trivial satis�ability test. Section 10 provides a collection of sample CLP(SET ) programs, along withsome remarks about the notion of programming with sets in general. Section 11 provides the variousformal results concerning the CLP(SET ) language, including an axiomatic characterization of the settheory which captures the semantics of the constraints of CLP(SET ). In this section we prove thecorrespondence of this theory with the underlying set structure SET . These results allow us to provethat the constraint satis�ability procedure is correct and complete with respect to the given set theory.Complete proofs of all the results presented in this section are given in the Appendix. Finally, Section 12compares our proposal with similar proposals in the �eld of Constraint Logic Programming languageswith sets, while Section 13 presents concluding remarks and directions for future research.Throughout the paper we assume the reader to be familiar with the general principles and notation oflogic programming languages.2 Implementing Sets in PrologThe goal of this work is to provide set abstractions as �rst-class citizens in the context of a (constraint)logic programming language. In order to justify this line of work, it is important to analyze the advantages3



of this approach when compared to the simpler scheme which constructs set abstractions on the top ofan existing language. Indeed, it is well-known that sets can be \easily" implemented in Prolog [49].The traditional approach for dealing with sets in Prolog relies on the representation of sets as lists.Finite sets of terms are easily represented by enumerating all their constituting elements in a list. Sinceany term can be an element of a list, nested sets (i.e., sets containing other sets) are easily accommodatedfor in this representation. For example, the set fa; f(a); fbgg can be represented as the list [a; f(a); [b]].Set operations can be implemented by user-de�ned predicates in such a way to enforce the characteristicproperties of sets|e.g., the fact that the order of elements in a set is immaterial|over the correspondinglist representations. For example, the following clauses represent a very simple Prolog implementationof the membership, subset and equality operations for non-nested sets, respectively [49, 62]:member(X; [ X j ]):member(X; [ j T ]) :� member(X; T):subset([ ]; ):subset([ X j T ]; B) :� member(X; B); subset(T; B):eqset(A; B) :� subset(A; B); subset(B; A):When sets are formed only by ground elements this approach is satisfactory, at least from an \operational"point of view: the predicates provide the correct answers. On the other hand, when some elements of aset, or part of a set itself, are left unspeci�ed|i.e., they are represented by variables|then this list-basedapproach presents major aws. For example, the goal:� eqset([a j X]; [b j Y]) (1)which is intended to verify whether fag [X = fbg [ Y , will generate the in�nite collection of answersX = [b]; Y = [a];X = [b]; Y = [a; a];X = [b]; Y = [a; a; a];� � �instead of the single more general solution which binds X to the set fbg[ S (X = [b jS]) and Y to the setfag[S (Y = [a jS]), where S is a new variable. Completeness is also lost in this approach. For example,with the usual Prolog left-right approach, the computation of the goal :� eqset([a j X]; [b j Y]); X= [b; c]will never produce the correct solution X = [b; c]; Y = [a; c].Similar problems arise also with the following uni�cation problems::� eqset(X; [a j X]):� eqset([A; b j X]; [c j X])as well as with other set operations implemented using lists.Making the implementation of set predicates more sophisticated may help in solving correctly a largernumber of cases. For example, one can easily modify the Prolog implementation described above toexplicitly identify the cases in which arguments are variables, and dealing with them as special cases. Insimilar ways one can try to account for nested sets, by using eqset instead of standard uni�cation in thede�nition of the set operations. Nevertheless, there are cases in which there is no simple �nite equationalrepresentation of the (possibly in�nite) solutions of a goal involving set-theoretic operations. Considerthe goal :� subset([a j X]; [a j Y]) (2)used to represent the query fag [X � fag [ Y . It is easy to observe that each X which is a subset of Ywill represent a solution to the above goal. However, this simple fact is not expressible at all by adoptinga direct Prolog implementation. 4



These problems can be solved by moving from conventional Prolog to the more general contextof Constraint Logic Programming. In this context, set operations are viewed as constraints over asuitable set-theoretic domain, and computed answers are expressed in terms of irreducible constraints.For example, an atom such as subset(X; Y) which, intuitively, indicates that X must be a subset of Y ,with X , Y variables, can be conveniently considered as an irreducible constraint, and kept unchanged aspart of the computed answer. Thus, one possible answer for goal (2) could be the constraint subset(X; Y).Similar considerations hold also when the negative counterparts of the basic set-theoretic operations,such as \not equal" and \not member", are taken into account. The use of the list-based implementationof sets, in conjunction with the Negation as Failure rule for negation (provided by most implementationsof Prolog), leads to a similar poor behavior as in the previously discussed cases. Also in this context,viewing these set operations as constraints provides a more convenient solution. For example, the answerto the goal :� fag neq fXg, where neq is interpreted as the inequality operation, would be the (irreducible)constraint X neq a. The same goal solved in the Prolog representation of sets incorrectly leads insteadto a failure.These observations lead to the following conclusions. First of all, if one has to deal only with groundsets, then it is likely he/she has no need for anything more sophisticated than the usual Prolog imple-mentation of sets. This is no longer true if one has to deal with partially speci�ed sets.The ability to deal with partially speci�ed sets strongly enhances the expressive power of the language.As a matter of fact, there are many problems|especially combinatorial problems and problems in theNP class|which can be coded as set-based �rst-order logic formulae. Furthermore, the ability to com-pute with partially speci�ed sets allows one to enhance conciseness and declarativeness of the resultingprograms.Most Prolog implementations provide built-in features, such as the setof predicate, for building a setintensionally rather than extensionally; this means that a set is de�ned as the collection of all elementssatisfying a giving a property, instead of explicitly enumerating all elements belonging to the set. Thisis a very common way of de�ning a set in the practice of mathematics, and the availability of such afeature considerably enhances the expressive power of language. Unfortunately, the Prolog solutionsu�ers from a number of hindrances, as summarized for instance in [50]: elements are collected in a list(not a set), there are problems with variables in lists of solutions and problems with global vs. localvariables. The usual view of setof is that of an added higher-order feature which is hardly accommodatedfor in the formal semantic structure of the host language.Most of these problems can be overcome using CLP(SET ) as host language, since its set manipulationfacilities allow one to de�ne the set aggregation mechanisms in the language itself, without sacri�cing thedesired logical meaning of the setof predicate. The only required addition is support for rules containingnegative literals in their body [10]. This issue and possible solutions have been discussed in detailelsewhere [10, 27].3 Which kind of sets?The �rst step in the de�nition of a language over sets is the precise characterization of the avors of setsupported by the language.Formal set theory traditionally focuses on sets as the only entities in the domain of discourse. In ourcontext we extend this view by allowing arbitrary atomic|i.e., non-set|entities as �rst-class citizens ofthe language. Atoms will be allowed to appear as members of sets but no element will be allowed tobelong to an atom. Thus, CLP(SET ) allows the representation of hybrid sets (as opposed to pure sets).The second criteria used to characterize the class of admissible sets focuses on the cardinality of the sets.In the context of this work we will restrict our attention only to �nite sets. Sets can contain as elementseither atoms|at sets|or other sets|nested sets. Many practical applications have demonstrated theneed for nested sets. Thus, in our framework we intend to allow sets containing a �nite number ofelements, each being either an atom or another �nite set. This class of sets is commonly indicated ashereditarily �nite hybrid sets. 5



Example 3.1a is an atomfa; b; cg is a at set with three atomic elementsf;; a; fb; cgg is a set with three elements:the empty set, an atom, and a (nested) set with two elementsRemark 3.2 As far as pure sets are concerned, results coming from Computable Set Theory [12] ensurethat a constraint built with the signature of the language we are presenting is satis�able if and only if it issatis�able over the universe of hereditarily �nite (and well-founded) sets. Thus, in this context, workingon �nite sets is not a restriction.An orthogonal criteria used to characterize the class of admissible sets derives from the kind of notationused to describe sets. It is common to distinguish between sets designated via explicit enumeration(extensional sets)|e.g., fa; b; cg|and sets described through the use of properties and/or characteristicfunctions (intensional sets)|e.g., fX : '[X ]g. In this paper we restrict our attention to extensional sets.The problems implied by the introduction of intensional sets, have been addressed in other related works[9, 10]. It is well accepted that this problem is strongly connected with that of introducing negation in alogic programming language [5]. A proposal for using constructive negation to embed intensional sets ina preliminary version of the CLP language described in this paper is presented in [27].The relaxation of the non-cyclicity of membership leads to the notion of hypersets. Hypersets can bedescribed as rooted labeled graphs and concretely rendered as systems of equations in canonical form [3].Dealing with hypersets requires replacing the notion of equality between ground terms with the notion ofground graphs having the same canonical representative. The axioms of set theory also need to be modi�edto include a form of the anti-foundation axiom, typical of hyperset theory. A formal characterization ofhypersets and the de�nition of a suitable uni�cation algorithm dealing with them have been given in [4].However, a precise embedding of hypersets in the language presented in this paper, and more convincingmotivations for such an extension, still need further investigation, and are outside the scope of this work.Other classes of aggregates have also been considered in the literature. In particular, various frame-works have introduced the use of bags or multisets (e.g., [18]) where repeated elements are allowed toappear in the collection. Work on introducing multisets in the context of CLP is still in progress atpresent. Nevertheless, the representation techniques and the set theory described in the next sectionsare adequate to accommodate for multisets through minor modi�cations. An analysis of the problemsconcerned with the introduction of multisets|as well as sets and compact-lists|is reported in [25].4 A brief review of Constraint Logic ProgrammingIn this section we provide a brief overview of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) (as presented forinstance in [35]) to introduce the fundamental notions and notations used throughout this paper. Weconsider here the general case of a multi-sorted �rst-order language L. L is de�ned by� a �nite set Sort = fSort1; : : : ; Sort`g of sorts� a signature � composed by a set F of constant and function symbols, and a set � of predicatesymbols� a denumerable set V of logical variables.In the rest of this paper we will adopt the following convention: capital letters X;Y; Z, etc. will be usedto represent variables, f , g, etc. to represent function symbols, and p, q, etc. to represent predicatesymbols. The symbols �i will be used to denote a generic subset of Sort. We will also use the symbol �to denote syntactic equality between terms.The arity function ar : � �! N associates an arity with each symbol in �. Moreover, each elementf in F is associated with a tuple h�1; : : : ; �ar(f); �ar(f)+1i (the sort of f) which describes the sort of the6



arguments and of the result of f ; each element p of � is associated with a tuple h�1; : : : ; �ar(p)i; �nally,each variable V is associated with a subset �i of Sort.T (F ;V) (T (F)) denotes the set of �rst-order terms (resp., ground terms) built from F and V (resp., F)which respect the sorts of the symbols. Given a term f(t1; : : : ; tn) in T (F ;V), if f has sort h�1; : : : ; �n; �n+1iand ti has sort �i, then we will say that the term is of sort �n+1. Given a sequence of terms t1; : : : ; tn,vars(t1; : : : ; tn) is used to denote the set of all variables which occur in at least one of the terms ti.An atomic formula (or, simply, an atom) is an object of the form p(t1; : : : ; tn), where p is a predicatesymbol in � with arity n, and the ti's are terms in T (F ;V) which respect the sort associated to p.The set of predicate symbols � is assumed to be composed of two disjoint sets, �c and �u: �c isthe set of constraint (predicate) symbols, while �u is the set of user-de�ned predicate symbols. Eachatomic formula p(t1; : : : ; tn) where p is a constraint symbol (i.e., a symbol from �c) is called a primitiveconstraint.A constraint is a �rst-order formula which belongs to a subset C of all the �rst-order formulae that canbe built using the primitive constraints. The subset C is chosen according to some|usually syntactical|criteria and it is typically assumed to be closed under conjunction. Moreover, it is often assumed thatthe equality symbol `=' belongs to �c and that C contains all the primitive equality constraints s = twith s; t terms from T (F ;V).A CLP program P is a �nite set of rules of the formA :� c; B:where A is a h�u;F ;Vi-atom, c is a constraint and B is a (possibly empty) conjunction of h�u;F ;Vi-atoms. A is called the head of the rule and c; B is called the body. A goal is a rule with empty head.Note that only well-formed|i.e., respecting the assigned sorts|terms and atoms are allowed to occur inprograms and goals. As part of the tradition in logic programming, the comma (',') will be used insteadof ^ to denote conjunction in concrete programs. Similarly, we assume that all (free) variables in a clauseare universally quanti�ed in front of the clause itself. As a consequence, variables occurring only in thebody of a clause can be seen as existentially quanti�ed.Example 4.1 Let � contain the constant symbols a, b, the function symbol f , with ar(f) = 1, the user-de�ned predicate symbol p, with ar(p) = 1, and the binary constraint predicate symbol =. Let us alsoassume that all symbols have the same sort. A sample constraint is:8Z(X 6= f(Z)); Y = a; Z 6= b:A sample clause and goal are: p(X) :� X = f(Y); p(Y)::� Z 6= b; p(Z):Note that the primitive constraints in the body of a rule can also occur negated. For the sake ofreadability we will use 6�(t1; : : : ; tn) to denote :�(t1; : : : ; tn), for any constraint predicate symbol �.Thus, for instance, s 6= t will be used to represent :(s = t).Constraints and programs in the CLP language based on � are interpreted with respect to a selected�-structure. A �-structure (or, simply, a structure) A is composed by a tuple D = hD1; : : : ;D`i of non-empty sets Di|the domain of the sort Sorti|and by an interpretation function (�)A. The function (�)Aassigns functions and relations on D to the symbols of �, respecting the arities and sorts of the symbols.A valuation � of a formula ' is an assignment of values from D to the free variables of ', respecting thesorts of the variables. � can be extended to terms in a straightforward manner. In the case of formulae,as for instance in [54, 16], we write '[�], instead of �('), to denote the application of a valuation to aformula. � is a successful valuation if '[�] is true in D.CLP (A) denotes a particular instance of a CLP language based on the structure A. This instance isfurther characterized by the considered signature �, the class of constraints C, a constraint theory T whichdescribes the logical semantics of the constraints in C, and a constraint solver, that is a procedure which isused to check the satis�ability in A of constraints from C. Strictly speaking, the class of CLP languages is7



parametric with respect to the collection of all these components [36]. For simplicity, however, we preferto use the notation in which an instance of the general CLP scheme is simply identi�ed by its underlyingstructure A.Given a structure A, it is also common to identify a class Adm (a possibly strict subset of C) ofconstraints that can be used in a CLP program, called the class of admissible constraints. Roughlyspeaking, Adm is the class of constraints for which the constraint solver is e�ectively capable of decidingsatis�ability in A [64]. In other words, the constraint solver is guaranteed to be complete with respect tothe formulae Adm [36].Example 4.2 Let � contain a collection F of constant and function symbols and the binary constraintpredicate symbol =. As in Example 4.1, assume that all symbols have the same sort which is interpretedto T (F) (i.e., the Herbrand Universe). Let the interpretation domain A be the set of the �nite trees builtin the usual way from symbols in F . The interpretation function allows �-terms to be mapped to treesin A in the usual standard way. The interpretation of = is the identity relation over A. hA; (�)Hi is theHerbrand structure H over �, as used in Prolog. Clark's Equality Theory is a complete axiomatizationfor this structure [46].The admissible constraints can be simply all the conjunctions of equations of the form t1 = t2, wheret1 and t2 are �-terms. This is exactly the case of Prolog. The standard uni�cation algorithm is aconstraint solver for this domain. Alternatively, the admissible constraints can include also (universallyquanti�ed) disequations. According, for instance, to [15] one can choose the admissible constraints tobe s = t and 8 �Z(s 6= t), where s and t are terms and �Z a (possibly empty) set of variables (subset ofvars(s; t)). This enlargement of the set of admissible constraints requires more sophisticated constraintsolvers, such as those presented in [15, 64].The operational semantics of CLP is typically given in terms of derivations from goals. We give herea simpli�ed version of the detailed de�nition [35]. Derivations are sequences of state transformations.Each state is a pair hc jGi where c is an admissible constraint and G is a conjunction of �u-atoms. Atransformation is obtained by selecting an atom p(t1; : : : ; tn) from G and a clause (renamed with newvariables) p(s1; : : : ; sn) :� c0; B from the program. Ifc00 � (c ^ c0 ^ s1 = t1 ^ � � � ^ sn = tn)is consistent|i.e., if it is satis�able in the underlying structure A|and d is a constraint such that A j=~8(d ! c00) then a new state, represented by hd jG0; Bi, is obtained, where G0 is G without p(t1; : : : ; tn).A simple derivation can be realized by simply taking d � c00. However, when c00 contains a disjunction ofconstraints, d can be non-deterministically chosen as any element of the corresponding disjunctive normalform of c00.A derivation from the state hc jGi terminates either when all possible derivation steps produces aninconsistent constraint c00(failure), or when G is empty (success). In this second case, the constraint partc represents the computed answer. As explained in [35], c may contain redundant information, and amore precise solution can be obtained by an ad-hoc procedure infer, developed to simplify the output(e.g., by computing the projection of c on the variables of interest).Example 4.3 Consider the language of Example 4.2 with the admissible constraints �xed to be conjunc-tions of equations and disequations. The following is a (well-formed) program in this language:P : p(X; Y) :� X = a; Y = a:p(X; Y) :� X 6= a; q(Y):q(X) :� X = f(Y):One possible derivation for the goal :� p(X1; X2) from P ishtrue j p(X1; X2)i p(X; Y) :� X 6= a; q(Y)& #hX1 = X;X2 = Y;X 6= a j q(Y )i q(X0) :� X0 = f(Y0)& #hX1 = X;X2 = Y;X 6= a; Y = X 0; X 0 = f(Y 0) j i8



The computed answer is the constraint in the last line; however, it can be simpli�ed to the formulaX1 6= a;X2 = f(Y 0).5 Set RepresentationThe representation of �nite sets adopted in the majority of the proposals dealing with sets in logic-basedlanguages [9, 22, 33, 39, 63, 42] is based on the use of a binary function symbol, e.g, scons, as setconstructor, interpreted as the element insertion operator. Roughly speaking, scons(x; y) denotes theset obtained by adding x as an element to the set y, i.e., fxg[ y. This is analogous to the representationusually adopted for lists in Prolog, and like lists it is well suited for recursive programming. Alternativerepresentations will be discussed and compared in Section 7.In this paper we adopt this list-like solution, using the binary function symbol f� j �g as the set con-structor. Therefore, fx j yg will represent the set fxg [ y.Moreover, we introduce two distinct sorts: Set and Ker. Intuitively, Set is the sort of all the termswhich denote sets and Ker is the sort of all other terms. Therefore, the sort of the function symbol f� j �gis hfSet;Kerg; fSetg; fSetgiIn addition, a constant symbol from F , say ;, is selected and used to denote the empty set. Its sort ishfSetgi. Thus, a term t is of sort Set if and only if� t � X and X is of sort Set;� t � ;;� t � ft1 j t2g and t2 is of sort Set.Any term of sort Set is called a set term.The other function and constant symbols of arity n � 0 have the following sort:hfSet;Kerg; : : : ; fSet;Ker| {z }n g; fKergiTerms whose main function symbol is of sort Ker, as well as variables of sort Ker, are called non-set terms(or, kernels).In the previous works on CLP(SET ) [29, 20, 24] we did not distinguish between di�erent sorts. Asa consequence, the term y in fx j yg can be a term denoting a set as well as a term denoting a non-setentity|e.g., fa j ag. This leads to the enlargement of the domain of discourse to include the so-calledcolored sets, i.e., sets which are built by adding elements to a non-set object. Sets built starting from anon-set object k are called colored sets, and k is the color, or kernel, of the set (e.g., fa j ag is a coloredset based on the color a). In spite of their theoretical interest, colored sets seem to have little practicalutility when used in the context of a logic language with (hybrid) sets. In addition, handling colors in theconstraint management procedures turns out to be cumbersome [29]. In contrast, the choice of using amulti-sorted language considered in this paper allows a more intuitive presentation of sets and the designof more compact constraint solving algorithms. The use of sorts implies, in particular, that terms suchas fa j ag are ill-formed and are not accepted in CLP(SET ).The function symbol f� j �g is an interpreted symbol, used to construct sets. Precisely, f� j �g ful�lls thefollowing equational axioms [20, 22]:(Ab) fX j fX jZgg = fX jZg(C`) fX j fY jZgg = fY j fX jZggAxiom (Ab) states that duplicates in a set do not matter (Absorption property). Axiom (C`) states thatthe order of elements in a set is irrelevant (Permutativity property). These two properties capture theintuitive idea that, for instance, the set terms fa j fb j ;gg, fb j fa j ;gg, and fa j fb j fa j ;ggg all denote9



the same set fa; bg. Observe that duplicates do not occur in a set, but they may occur in the set termthat denotes it. This corresponds also to the observation that the set term fx j yg, which denotes theset fxg [ y, does not necessarily require x 62 y to hold. As we will see in the CLP(SET ) programmingexamples (Section 10), restrictions on y, if needed, have to be explicitly stated using non-membershipconstraints. This approach is di�erent from others in the literature|e.g., [37] introduces a set constructor,called dscons, which implicitly requires x 62 y to hold.For the sake of simplicity, hereafter we will use the more natural notation ft1; : : : ; tn j tg as a syntacticsugar to denote the term ft1 j � � � ftn j tg � � �g. Moreover, the notation ft1; : : : ; tng will be used in theparticular case where t = ;. Finally, note that when n = 0, the term ft1; : : : ; tn j tg actually refers to theterm t.Example 5.1 (Set terms) Let � contain the symbols ;, f� j �g, a, b, c, and f(�) (i.e., the symbol f hasarity 1) and let X be a variable of sort Set.fa; b; cg (i.e., fa j fb j fc j ;ggg ) is a set termfa j Xg is a set term (a partially speci�ed set)f(fa; fa; bgg) is a non-set term:f(fa j bgg) is an ill-formed term.6 Primitive Operations on SetsOnce a representation for sets has been selected, the next question in the design of a language with setsis which of the basic set operations (e.g., =, 2, �, [) should be built-in in the language|i.e., part of�c|and which, on the contrary, should be programmed using the language itself|i.e., part of �u. Thechoice of built-in operations should be performed according to various criteria, such as expressive power,completeness, e�ectiveness, and e�ciency.Let us start by assuming that =, 2, together with their negative counterparts, are the only primitiveoperations of the language. Therefore, we assume that the signature � of the language contains thebinary constraint predicate symbols = and 2, and that the admissible constraints are conjunctions ofliterals of the form t = s, t 6= s, t 2 s, t 62 s, where s and t are terms. Moreover, we assume these symbolshave the following sorts: hfSet;Kerg; fSet;Kergi for =, and hfSet;Kerg; fSetgi for 2. We will refer to thislanguage as the base language. This is actually the same language presented in [29, 22], save for sorts.The intuitive meaning of t = s is the equality between s and t modulo the equational theory T , whereT contains the two axioms (Ab) and (C`) described in the previous section. Given an equational theoryE and a conjunction of equations C � (s1 = t1^� � �^sn = tn) the (decision) E-uni�cation problem is theproblem of deciding whether E j= ~9C. A substitution � is an E-uni�er of two terms s; t if s� =E t�|i.e.,s� and t� belong to the same E-congruence class. S�E(s; t) denotes the set of all E-uni�ers of s andt [58]. Thus, a solver for = can be implemented using a general (Ab)(C`)-uni�cation algorithm which isable to compute a complete set of T -uni�ers for any two terms s and t. In particular, the algorithm iscapable of dealing with (possibly nested) set uni�cation problems of the form:fs1; : : : ; sm jug = ft1; : : : ; tn j vgwhere m;n � 0, si and tj are generic (well-formed) terms, and u; v can be either variables or ;. Onesuch uni�cation algorithm will be described in detail in the next section as part of the constraint solverprocedure of the CLP(SET ) language.The atomic formula t 2 s captures the traditional membership relation. t 2 s is satis�able if and onlyif s is a set term and t occurs as an element in s.t 6= s and t 62 s represent the negative counterparts of the equality (=) and membership (2) predicates.Other basic operations on sets, such as union, subset, and intersection, can be easily de�ned in thisbase language, as shown in [22]. For example, the � operation of sort hfSetg; fSetgi, representing therelation s � t$ 8Z(Z 2 s! Z 2 t);10



can be implemented in the base language as:; � S1:fA j S1g � S2 :� A 2 S2; S1 � S2:where A, S1, S2, are variables. Note that the universal quanti�cation used in the logical de�nitionis rendered in the implementation by recursive rules, which allow us to express iteration over all theelements of a set.Strictly speaking, also = and 2 (and their negative counterparts) can be de�ned one in terms of theother: s = t :� s 2 ft j ;g:and s 2 t :� t = fs j tg:Therefore, only one of them is strictly required.Minimizing the number of predicate symbols in �c has the advantage of reducing the number of di�erentkinds of constraints to be dealt with and, hopefully, simplifying the language and its implementation.On the other hand, this choice may lead to problems in e�ciency and e�ectiveness, similar to thoseencountered with the implementation of sets using Prolog's lists discussed in Section 2. For example,using the above de�nition of �, the computed solutions for the goal:� S1 � S2(S1 and S2 variables) are:[S1=;] [S1=fE1g; S2=fE1 j Zg] [S1=fE1; E2g; S2=fE1; E2 j Zg] � � �that is, the computation blindly proceeds into the extensional generation of all solutions, opening anin�nite number of choices.The problems with the implementation of subset|and of other similar operations, such as union andintersection|using the base language originate from the recursive nature of the implementation itself,which in turn is a consequence of the need to use universal quanti�cations in its logical de�nition. As amatter of fact, from [23]:Let L be the language f;; f� j �g;=;2g and let T be some reasonable theory of sets for thislanguage (like the one we assume underlies CLP(SET ) and that will be presented in detail inSection 11.1). For any model M of T there is no quanti�er-free formula ' in L, vars(') =fX;Y; Z1; : : : ; Zng, such that M j= 8XY (X � Y $ 9Z1 � � �Zn ').In other words, it is not possible to express � in the language f;; f� j �g;=;2g without using universalquanti�cation. This implies also that constraints based on � are more expressive than those of the baselanguage. Similar results can be given for union and intersection, since X � Y is equivalent to bothX [Y = Y and X\Y = X . Also a symmetrical result holds, namely, it is not possible to express directlyf� j �g using [ (unless an additional constructor|e.g., the singleton set|is introduced in �).Actually, a restricted form of universal quanti�ers, called Restricted (or Bounded) Universal Quanti�ers(RUQ), has been shown to be su�ciently expressive to de�ne the most commonly used set operations [22,12]. RUQs are formulae of the form 8X(X 2 S ! '[X ]), where ' is any �rst-order formula containingX . As shown in [22], this restricted form of universal quanti�cation can be easily implemented in the baselanguage with sets considered so far, using recursive rules. However, also in this case we may encounterthe same problems mentioned above, namely the possibility of generating in�nite sets of answers.To avoid these problems, one can enrich the base language with additional primitive constraints, thatimplement new operations for set manipulation. Our choice is to add to the base language two newconstraint predicate symbols, [3 and jj. Hence, the admissible constraints now are the conjunctions of(positive, negative) literals based on the symbols =, 2, [3 and jj. The sorts of the new symbols are:11



hfSetg; fSetg; fSetgi for [3, and hfSetg; fSetgi for jj. The predicate [3 captures the notion of union ofsets : [3(r; s; t) is satis�able if t is the set resulting from the union of the sets r and s|i.e., t = r [ s.The predicate jj is used to verify disjointness of two sets: sjjt is satis�able if s and t are sets and theyhave no elements in common. In the context of Computable Set Theory 6 jj is denoted by 32. The ideabehind this notation is the following: given two relations R and S, xRSy holds if and only if there is zsuch that xRz and zSy. Choosing R as 3 and S as 2, this is exactly the de�nition of 6 jj.The choice of these additional primitive constraints is motivated by the observation that, if properlymanaged, they allow us to express most of the other usual set operations as simple open formulae withouthaving to resort to any universal quanti�cation. In particular, consider the predicate � (r; s), along withthe other two predicates \3(r; s; t) and n3(r; s; t), with the following intuitive meaning: \3(r; s; t) issatis�able if t is the set resulting from the intersection of the sets r and s|i.e., t = r\ s|while n3(r; s; t)is satis�able if t is the set obtained as the result of the di�erence between the sets r and s|i.e., t = r n s.Both symbols \3 and n3 are assumed to have sort hfSetg; fSetg; fSetgi,Proposition 6.1 Literals based on predicate symbols: �, \3, and n3 can be replaced by equivalent con-junctions of literals based on [3 and jj.Proof. (sketch) The following equivalences hold:s � t if and only if [3(s; t; t)s 6� t if and only if 6 [3(s; t; t)\3(r; s; t) if and only if 9R;S([3(R; t; r) ^ [3(S; t; s) ^ RjjS)6 \3(r; s; t) if and only if 9T (\3(r; s; T ) ^ T 6= t)n3(r; s; t) if and only if 9W ([3(t; r; r) ^ [3(s; t;W ) ^ [3(r;W;W ) ^ sjjt)6 n3(r; s; t) if and only if 9T (n3(r; s; T ) ^ T 6= t) 2Similar result holds also for 4 (s4t = s n t [ t n s).Remark 6.2 Negative \3 and n3 literals could be replaced in several other ways. For instance, 6 \3(r; s; t)is equivalent to:t 6� r _ t 6� s _ (t � r ^ t � s ^ [3(t; r; R) ^ [3(t; s; S) ^ (r 6= R _ s 6= S))We do not enter here in such a discussion; at the implementation level one can make the desired choices.Remark 6.3 An advantage of colored sets with respect to conventional sets is that having [3 as a prim-itive constraint, and assuming that colored sets are properly accounted for|that is, the union of two setsis allowed only if they are based on the same color|then it is possible to replace all literals based on thepredicate symbols 2 and = with literals based only on [3|s 2 t if and only if [3(t; t; fs j tg) and s = tif and only if [3(s; s; t). However, while this could be of theoretical interest, e�ciency and simplicityconsideration led us to consider the whole collection of primitive constraints|=, 2, [3, jj, and theirnegative counterparts|when developing the constraint solving algorithms [24].7 Alternative Representations of SetsAlternative methods for representing sets have been considered in the literature. In particular, one of themost popular approaches relies on the use of the binary union symbol [ as the set constructor [7, 11, 44].In this case, F is required to contain (at least) the binary function symbol [ and the constant symbol ;.[ ful�lls the equational axioms: (A) (X [ Y ) [ Z = X [ (Y [ Z)(C) X [ Y = Y [X(I) X [X = Xwhile ; is interpreted as the identity of the operation [:12



(1) X [ ; = X :Intuitively, [ and ; have the meaning of the set union operator and empty set, respectively.The [-based representation leads to more complex constraint solving procedures than those neededfor the base CLP language. Consider, for example, the problem of handling = constraints in the twodi�erent representation schemes: given any two F[V terms ` and r, we need to determine a complete setof T -uni�ers of ` = r, where T is the underlying equational theory which describes the relevant propertiesof the set constructor symbols (i.e., either f� j �g or [).When F is composed by [, ;, and by an arbitrary number of constant symbols, the uni�cation problembelongs to the class of ACI1-uni�cation problems with constants. Various solutions to this problem havebeen studied in the literature [7, 11, 44]. ACI1-uni�cation with constants does not distinguish explicitlybetween sets and elements of sets. This makes it di�cult to handle set uni�cation when sets are de�nedby enumerating their elements, especially when elements are allowed to be variables. For example, theproblem fX1; X2; X3g = fa; bg (3)(which admits 6 distinct solutions) is di�cult to handle using ACI1-uni�cation. One could map this tothe ACI1-uni�cation problem X1 [X2 [X3 = a [ b (4)by interpreting the constants a and b as the singleton sets fag and fbg, and then \�ltering" the 49distinct ACI1-uni�ers. This process involves discarding the solutions in which (at least) one of the Xi'sis mapped to ; or to a [ b. This is an impractical way of solving this problem in the general case. E.g.,the problem X1 [ � � � [X7 = a [ b admits 16129 uni�ers instead of the 126 of fX1; : : : ; X7g = fa; bg [6].Furthermore, this technique does not allow nested sets to be taken into account at all. Conversely,the f� j �g-based representation naturally accommodates for nested sets. Thus, for instance, problem (1)can be rendered directly as fX1; X2; X3g = fa; bg , i.e., fX1 j fX2 j fX3 j ;ggg = fa j fb j ;gg, and setuni�cation algorithms working with the f� j �g-based representation of sets [39, 22, 63, 6] return exactlythe 6 most general uni�ers without the need of any �ltering of solutions.Therefore, the f� j �g-based representation allows us to solve set uni�cation problems which cannot beexpressed using ACI1-uni�cation with constants. On the other hand, the [-based representation allowsto write set terms that cannot be directly expressed using a f� j �g-representation, as for instance theterm X [ a [ Y . The f� j �g-based representation, in fact, can only represent the union of a sequence ofsingletons with, eventually, a single variable.A viable approach to tackle the problems described above when using the [-based representation is tointroduce a unary free functor f�g in �. Under this assumption, the set fs1; : : : ; smg can be described asfs1g[� � �[fsmg. A proposal in this direction is [8] which shows how to obtain a general ACI1 uni�cationalgorithm by combining ACI1-uni�cation for ;, [ and constants, with uni�cation in the free theory forall other symbols. The generality of the combination procedure of [8], however, leads to the generationof a large number of non-deterministic choices which makes the approach hardly applicable in practice.A more practical specialized algorithm for general ACI1 uni�cation has been recently proposed [28].The solution described in this paper, in contrast, assumes that the f� j �g-based representation of setsis used|thus allowing to preserve its advantages|but it introduces in addition a union operator as aprimitive constraint of the language.A detailed and more complete analysis of the various approaches to set uni�cation can be found in [28].Other proposals for representation of sets in a (constraint) logic programming context have appearedin the literature:� [41, 57] make use of an in�nite collection of function symbols of di�erent arity; the set fa1; : : : ; angtherefore is encoded as the term fgn(a1; : : : ; an), using the n-ary functor fgn.This approach allows only to express set terms with a known upper-bound to their cardinality. Nopartially speci�ed sets can be described in this language. Moreover, stating equality in axiomaticform requires a non-trivial axiom scheme, such as: for each pair of natural numbers m and n,13



fgm(X1; : : : ; Xm) = fgn(Y1; : : : ; Yn) $ m̂i=1 n_j=1Xi = Yj ^ n̂j=1 m_i=1Xi = Yj :� In [31] sets are intended as subsets of a �nite domain D of objects. At the language level, eachground set is represented as an individual constant, where all constants are partially ordered toreect the � lattice.To summarize, the choice of using f� j �g as the set constructor symbol is justi�ed by:� the desire to reduce as much as possible the non-determinism generated by uni�cation,� f� j �g naturally supports iteration over the elements of a set through recursion, in a list-like fashion,� it is easy to adapt the constraint solver to other data structures akin to sets, such as multisets andcompact lists (as shown in [25]) .The power of the union operator can be recovered by introducing the predicate symbol [3 in the language.Moreover, since we deal with union as a constraint|rather than as an interpreted function symbol|weare not forced to apply variable substitutions which involve union operators (e.g., X = Y [ Z), but wecan store them as primitive constraints (e.g., [3(Y; Z;X)), and still guarantee the global satis�ability ofthe constraint.8 The LanguageCLP(SET ) is an instance of the general CLP scheme. As such it inherits from this scheme its generalfeatures: the (syntactic) form of a program, the notion of constraint, and the operational and logicalsemantics [35].To characterize the CLP(SET ) language, however, we must further de�ne the signature upon which itis built, the structure used to assign a meaning to its symbols, and the input and output for the constraintsolver. All these components will be described in this section. Some of them will be further elaboratedin the successive sections, in order to provide more technical and precise details.8.1 SyntaxThe signature � upon which the language CLP(SET ) is based is composed by the set F of functionsymbols that includes ; and f� j �g, by the set �c = f=;2;[3; jj; setg of constraint predicate symbols,and by a denumerable set V of variables. set is a unary predicate symbol used for \sort checking". Itsmeaning and use will be explained in the sequel.The sorts of the function symbols in F and of the predicate symbols in �c are those introduced inSections 5 and 6. Moreover, each user de�ned predicate symbol p in �u has the sort:hfSet;Kerg; : : : ; fSet;Ker| {z }ar(p) giDe�nition 8.1 A term (atom, constraint, clause, goal, program) is well-formed if it is built from symbolsin � [ V respecting the sorts of the symbols it involves.When not speci�ed otherwise, we will implicitly assume that all entities we deal with are well-formed.Detection and management of ill-formed entities will be discussed later on in this section.De�nition 8.2 The primitive constraints in CLP(SET ) are all the positive literals built from symbols in�c [F [V. A constraint is a conjunction of primitive constraints and negations of primitive constraints,with the exception of literals of the form :set(�).The CLP(SET ) syntax relies on the usual syntactic conventions of CLP and Prolog.14



Example 8.3 The following is a (well-formed) CLP(SET ) programcollect p( ;, Y ).collect p( f X j R g, Y ) :�X 62 R,p(X,Y),collect p( R,Y ).8.2 InterpretationWe de�ne now the structure SET = hS; (�)Si which allows us to assign a precise meaning to the syntacticentities we have introduced so far.The interpretation domain S is a subset of the set of ground terms built from symbols in F , i.e.,T (F), respecting the sorts. Terms are partitioned into equivalence classes according to the set-theoreticalproperties expressed by the two axioms (Ab) and (C`). Thus, for example, fb; ag, fa; a; bg, fa; b; bg, are allplaced in the same equivalence class. One of the objects in an equivalence class is selected|according toa suitable criteria|as the representative of the equivalence class. The interpretation function is designedto map each syntactic entity t not to the t itself (as in the standard Herbrand interpretation used in purelogic programming) but to the representative of the equivalence class t belongs to. This guarantees thatall terms in the same class have the same \meaning"; in particular, if they are set terms, they denote thesame set.More formally, let us consider the least congruence relation �= over T (F) which contains the equationalaxioms (Ab) and (C`). This relation induces a partition of T (F) into equivalence classes. The set of theseclasses will be denoted by T (F)= �=. A total ordering � on T (F) can be used to identify a representativeterm from each congruence class in T (F)= �= [22]. For instance, assuming a � b, fa; bg is the representativeterm of the class containing fb; ag, fa; a; bg, fa; b; bg, and so on. We de�ne a function � that maps eachground term t to its representative:� �(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = f(�(t1); : : : ; �(tn)), if f 2 �, f 6� f� j �g and ar(f) = n � 0;� �(ft1 j t2g) = � �(t2) if �(t2) � fs1; : : : ; �(t1); : : : ; sn j ;gfs1; : : : ; si; �(t1); si+1; : : : ; sn j ;g) if �(t2) � fs1; : : : ; sn j ;g; si � �(t1) � si+1We assume that the test of the second condition implies that �(ft1 j t2g) = f�(t1); s1; : : : ; sn j ;g when�(t1) � s1 and �(ft1 j t2g) = fs1; : : : ; sn; �(t1) j ;g when sn � �(t1).Hence, each set term is mapped to a set term in a normalized form, where duplicates have beenremoved and elements are listed in a prede�ned order. On the other hand, a non-set term which does notcontaining any set term, e.g., f(a), is mapped to the term itself. The domain S is therefore de�ned as:S = f�(t) : t 2 T (F)gS can be split in two domains according to the sort of its elements:S1 = fs 2 S : s is of sort SetgS2 = fs 2 S : s is of sort KergS1 and S2 are disjoint sets, and they represent the domains of the sorts Set and Ker.The interpretation function (�)S over � is de�ned as:� (t)S = �(t) for any term t in T (F).Moreover, let t; ti; ui; vi, i � 0, be elements of S of sort Set[Ker, and let s; si be elements of S of sortSet. The interpretation function for symbols in �c is de�ned as:� t1 =S t2 if and only if t1 � t2� t 2S s with s � fu1; : : : ; ung, n � 0, if and only if 9i � n; t � ui15



� [S3 (s1; s2; s3) with s1 � ft1; : : : ; tn j ;g, s2 � fu1; : : : ; um j ;g, s3 � fv1; : : : ; vk j ;g, if and only ifft1; : : : ; tn; u1; : : : ; umgS � fv1; : : : ; vkg, with n;m; k � 0� s1jjSs2 with s1 � ft1; : : : ; tn j ;g, s2 � fu1; : : : ; um j ;g, if and only if 8i � n; j � m, ti 6� uj , withn;m � 0� setS(t) if and only if t � fu1; : : : ; un j ;g, n � 0.Example 8.4 Let us consider a valuation � : V �! S such that�(X) = a; �(Y ) = fa; b j ;g; �(Z) = fb j ;g; �(W ) = fa; b j ;g:We have that �(X) 2 S1, while �(Y ); �(Z); �(W ) 2 S2.1. � is a successful valuation for the constraint X 2 Y ^X 2 W in the structure SET .2. � is a successful valuation for the constraint fX jY g = Y on SET since�(fX jY g) = f�(X) j�(Y )gS = fa j fa; b j ;gg= fa; b j ;g3. � is a valuation for the constraint [3(;; Z; Y ), but not a successful one; in fact, �([3(;; Z; Y )) isnot satis�ed in SET , since `a' is neither an element of ; nor an element of Z, while it is an elementof Y .4. � is not a valuation for the constraint X jjY since it assigns the non-set object `a' to the variable Xthat must be of sort Set in order to ful�ll the literal X jjY .The interpretation of the negative literals built using the symbols in �c is obtained by simply consider-ing the negation of the interpretation for the corresponding positive literals, still restricted to well-formedformulae. Thus, for instance, t 62 X is the negation of t 2 X , provided X is of sort Set. Otherwise, if Xis not of sort Set, then both t 2 X and t 62 X are unsatis�able in the underlying set structure SET .Remember that all (free) variables in a goal are assumed to be existentially quanti�ed in front of thegoal itself. Therefore, proving that a constraint is satis�able in a given structure means proving that thereexists at least one valuation of its free variables that makes this goal true in the given structure. Thus,for example, X = A ^ A 6= B is satis�ed by the valuation � such that �(X) = ;; �(A) = ;; �(B) = f;g.Conversely, A 2 X ^X = a is unsatis�able.8.3 Constraint solvingThe admissible constraints in CLP(SET ) are all the constraints introduced in Sect. 8.1. The constraintsatis�ability test is performed by the procedure SATSET (the CLP(SET ) constraint solver). SATSETnon-deterministically transforms the given constraint C to either false, error, or to a �nite collection ofconstraints in solved form.De�nition 8.5 Let C be a constraint. A literal c of C is in solved form if it is in one of the followingforms:(i) X = t, and X does not occur in t and in the rest of C;(ii) X 6= t, and X does not occur in t;(iii) t =2 X, and X does not occur in t;(iv) [3(X1; X2; X3), with X1 6� X2, and there are no disequations of the form Xi 6= t or t 6= Xi in C forany i = 1; 2; 3;(v) X1jjX2 and X1 6� X2; 16



(vi) set(X).A constraint C is in solved form if it is empty or all its components are simultaneously in solved form.The selected solved forms are de�ned to allow trivial veri�cation of satis�ability. As we will prove inTheorem 11.4, a constraint in solved form turns out to be always satis�able in the considered structureSET . The solved form also captures the notion of a constraint which cannot be further simpli�ed, alsocalled an irreducible constraint. As such, a constraint in solved form is returned as part of the computedanswer whenever the computation terminates with success.Note that the conditions for the solved form of [3 constraints (condition (iv)) are aimed at disallowingunsatis�able constraints such as [3(X;Y; Z) ^ [3(X;Y;W ) ^ Z 6=W:Similarly, the condition (v) for jj constraints is aimed at avoiding constraints likeX jjX ^X 6= ;;which are not satis�able in the context we are dealing with.Example 8.6 Consider the constraint (not in solved form)X 2 fA;Bg ^ fXg 6= fA;Bg(X, A, B variables). Given this constraint as input to SATSET , the procedure will non-deterministicallyproduce the two constraints in solved form: X = A ^ A 6= Band X = B ^A 6= B:Both constraints are trivially satis�able in the underlying set structure SET .Example 8.7 The ACI1 uni�cation problem mentioned in Section 7, X1 [ X2 [ X3 = fa; bg can bewritten as a conjunction of two primitive constraints:[3(X1; X2; X) ^ [3(X;X3; fa; bg):The execution of SATSET on this constraint will return (non-deterministically) the 49 distinct answers.One of them is: X1 = fag; X2 = fbg; X = fa; bg; X3 = fag.Moreover, we will prove|see Section 11.3|that, given a well-formed constraint C the disjunction ofall the constraints in solved form generated by SATSET (C) is equi-satis�able to C. Therefore, if SATSETis able to transform a given constraint C to (at least) a constraint in solved form C 0 then it can beconcluded that C is satis�able. Otherwise, if SATSET can rewrite C to only error or false (depending onwhether SATSET detects a sort violation or not) then C is unsatis�able.We assume that all checks needed to detect the presence of ill-formed syntactic objects are performedat run-time. Therefore, we admit that constraints passed to the SATSET procedure may contain ill-formed terms and literals, and that ill-formed terms and literals may be generated during the constraintsimpli�cation process due to the instantiation of variables. The run-time check of sorts is performedby introducing set constraints that are suitably managed within the SATSET procedure. This is whySATSET can terminate also with error as its result.Note that both false and error are used to denote the logical value false. We prefer to distinguishbetween these two constants since we consider important from a practical point of view to be able todistinguish type errors from the other cases where a negative answer is return. This is also the choiceadopted in most CLP systems. 17



9 CLP(SET ) Constraint Simpli�cation ProceduresIn this section we describe the rewriting procedures used by SATSET to rewrite a CLP(SET )-constraintto its equivalent solved forms.A constraint C can be conveniently seen as the conjunction V� C� where � 2 f=;2;[3; jj; 6=; 62; 6[3; 6jj; setg and each constraint C� is composed only by the positive literals based on �. For each such �we de�ne a non-deterministic rewriting procedure which is able to rewrite the C� component of a givenconstraint C into a disjunction of constraints C 0 in solved form.The various rewriting procedures are shown in Figures 1{9. In these �gures we will rely on the followingnotation: s; si; t; ti are generic terms, f; g are distinct function symbols and X;Y; Z are variables. f j gis a generic term which has f� j �g as its outermost function symbol. The symbol � denotes the syntacticequality. If a variable occurs only in the right-hand side of a rewriting rule, then it must be intended asa \newly generated" variable, distinct from all the others. In the algorithms we denote these variablesby N;N1, and N2.The constraint rewriting procedures assume that well-formedness of the input constraint has beenalready checked before entering the procedures themselves. This implies that the initial constraint Cmay already contain a number of constraints based on set.Finally, note that all rules in each rewriting procedure are de�ned in a such a way they can be appliedto the input constraint only in a mutually exclusive manner.9.1 = constraints= constraints are managed by the set uni�cation algorithm de�ned in [22] and described in Fig. 1. Forany given conjunction of equations C, possibly involving set terms, this algorithm is able to computethrough non-determinism each element of a complete set of solutions to C. Solutions are expressed asconjunctions of = constraints in solved form.The function tail is used to compute the \tail" of a set term, i.e., the innermost non-set term appearingas second argument of f� j �g. This procedure can be de�ned as follows:8<: tail(;) = ;tail(X) = X if X is a variabletail(fs j tg) = tail(t)The procedure equal is a generalization of the traditional uni�cation between Herbrand terms. Thekey additional step is represented by steps (9) and (10) which provide rewriting of equalities between setterms, by essentially unfolding them into equalities between the elements of the two sets.equal is the only rewriting procedure that must take into account the fact that the constraint it isdealing with can be ill-formed. This could happen when, applying variable substitution, a variable whichis constrained by a set constraint to be of sort Set is instantiated to a non-set term. For the sake ofe�ciency, however, we have preferred not checking the set constraints after each substitution. We haveinstead added a special case, rule (11), and a control in rule (5), to detect the possible creation of ill-formed terms and, in this case, to rewrite the constraint C to error, thus causing equal to terminateimmediately.Example 9.1 Given the equation fX jRg = fY jSg;X, Y , R, and S variables, the set uni�cation algorithm returns the four solutions:X = Y;R = SX = Y; S = fX jRgX = Y;R = fY jSgR = fY jNg; S = fX jNg; set(N):18



equal(C) :while C= is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply one of the following rules to C:(1) X = X ^ C0 o 7! C0(2) t = X ^ C0t is not a variable ) 7! X = t ^ C0(3) X = f(t1; : : : ; tn) ^ C0f 6� f� j �g; X 2 vars(t1; : : : ; tn) ) 7! false(4) X = ft0; : : : ; tn j tg ^ C0t is ; or a variable; X 2 vars(t0; : : : ; tn) ) 7! false(5) X = t ^ C0X =2 vars(t);t is a set term orset(X) =2 C0 9>=>; 7! X = t ^ C0[X=t](6) X = ft0; : : : ; tn jXg ^ C0X =2 vars(t0; : : : ; tn) ) 7! X = ft0; : : : ; tn jNg ^ set(N) ^ C0(7) f(s1; : : : ; sm) = g(t1; : : : ; tn) ^ C0f 6� g ) 7! false(8) f(s1; : : : ; sn) = f(t1; : : : ; tn) ^ C0f 6� f� j �g ) 7! s1 = t1 ^ � � � ^ sn = tn ^ C0(9) ft j sg = ft0 j s0g ^ C0tail(s); tail(s') are not the same variable ) 7! C0 ^ any of(i) t = t0 ^ s = s0(ii) t = t0 ^ ft j sg = s0(iii) t = t0 ^ s = ft0 j s0g(iv) s = ft0 jNg ^ ft jNg = s0 ^ set(N)(10) ft0; : : : ; tm jXg = ft00; : : : ; t0n jXg ^ C0 o 7! C0 ^ any of(i) t0 = t0j ^ ft1; : : : ; tm jXg = ft00; : : : ; t0j�1; t0j+1; : : : ; t0n jXg(ii) t0 = t0j ^ ft0; : : : ; tm jXg = ft00; : : : ; t0j�1; t0j+1; : : : ; t0n jXg(iii) t0 = t0j ^ ft1; : : : ; tm jXg = ft00; : : : ; t0n jXg(iv) X = ft0 jNg ^ ft1; : : : ; tm jNg = ft00; : : : ; t0n jNg ^ set(N)for any j in f0; : : : ; ng.(11) X = f(t1; : : : ; tn) ^ set(X) ^ C0f 6� ;; f 6� f� j �g ) 7! errorFigure 1: Equality Rewriting Rules
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The algorithm in Figure 1, with only minor di�erences due to the absence of any notion of sort, hasbeen presented and explained in [22]; it has also been described in a di�erent context in [25]. Thus, wewill not give further details here.General (Ab)(C`)-uni�cation algorithms|i.e., algorithms capable of handling a signature containingarbitrary free function symbols|have been proposed in [39, 22, 63, 6, 28]. The algorithm in [39] isweaker than the others, since its aim is to solve matching problems instead of uni�cation problems. [63]solves exactly the same problems as ours, using an elegant algorithm based on membership constraints.Moreover, the algorithm reduces the generation of redundant solutions of [22]. Finally, the algorithmin [6], though less elegant than that of [63], further reduces the number of redundancies. In particular, itis proved to be minimal for a number of sample set uni�cation problems that are proposed as `benchmarks'.9.2 2 constraintsMembership constraints of the form s 2 t can be completely eliminated by replacing them with suitableequality constraints. This is justi�ed by the following equivalence that holds in the underlying set theory(see Section 11.1 for the precise de�nition of this theory):s 2 t$ 9N (t = fs jNg ^ set(N)):Hence, the rewriting procedure for C2 (Figure 2) simply generates new equality constraints. These newconstraints, in general, will be further processed by the solver for the = constraints presented in theprevious section. It is important to observe that no 2 constraints are left in the �nal solved form.The rewriting procedure for C2, called member, is shown in Figure 2.Example 9.2 The constraint a 2 fX; b; Y jZgis non-deterministically reduced as follows:a = X 7! X = a equal(2)a = b 7! false equal(7)a = Y 7! Y = a equal(2)a 2 Z 7! Z = fa jNg; set(N) member(3)member(C) :while C2 is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply one of the following rules to C:(1) s 2 ; ^ C0 o 7! false(2) r 2 fs j tg ^ C0 o 7! C0 ^ any of (i) r = s(ii) r 2 t(3) t 2 X ^ C0 o 7! X = ft jNg ^ set(N) ^ C0Figure 2: Membership rewriting procedure9.3 6= constraintsThe rewriting procedure for C 6=, called not equal, is shown in Figure 3.Most of the rules of not equal are rather straightforward consequences of the axiomatization of = forHerbrand terms (Clark's Equality Theory|see also Section 11.1). Some remarks are needed regardingrule (8). The constraint fs j rg 6= fu j tg needs to be replaced either by the constraintN 2 fsjrg^N 62 fujtgor by the constraint N 2 fujtg ^N 62 fsjrg, where N denotes a new variable. This corresponds to theintuitive idea that two sets are di�erent if one contains an element which does not appear in the other.20



not equal(C) :while C 6= is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply one of the following rules to C:(1) f(s1; : : : ; sm) 6= g(t1; : : : ; tn) ^ C0 o 7! C0(2) f(s1; : : : ; sn) 6= f(t1; : : : ; tn) ^ C0f 6� f� j �g; n > 0 ) 7! C0 ^ any of (i) s1 6= t1... ...(n) sn 6= tn(3) s 6= s ^ C0s is a constant or a variable ) 7! false(4) t 6= X ^ C0t is not a variable ) 7! X 6= t ^ C0(5) X 6= f(t1; : : : ; tn) ^ C0f 6� f� j �g; X 2 vars(t1; : : : ; tn) ) 7! C0(6) X 6= ft1; : : : ; tn j tg ^ C0X 2 vars(t1; : : : ; tn) ) 7! C0(7) X 6= ft1; : : : ; tn jXg ^ C0X =2 vars(t1; : : : ; tn) ) 7! C0 ^ any of (i) t1 =2 X... ...(n) tn =2 X(8) fs j rg 6= fu j tg ^ C0 o 7! C0 ^ any of(i) N 2 fs j rg ^N =2 fu j tg(ii) N 2 fu j tg ^N =2 fs j rgFigure 3: Rewriting procedure for disequations
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Observe that the newly generated membership constraints can be immediately removed by applying themember procedure.Example 9.3 The constraint f(a; fb; cg) 6= f(X; fX;Y g)is non-deterministically reduced to either X 6= a or fb; cg 6= fX;Y g (rule (2)). This second constraintleads to the following alternative solutions (after an additional application of the member procedure):b =2 fX;Y g, c =2 fX;Y g, X =2 fb; cg, and Y =2 fb; cg. The application of the not member proceduredescribed in the next section will simplify these and lead to the �nal solutions:X 6= b; Y 6= bX 6= c; Y 6= cX 6= b;X 6= cY 6= b; Y 6= c:9.4 62 constraintsThe rewriting procedure for C=2, called not member, is shown in Figure 4. It is based on the axiomaticde�nition of f� j �g (Section 11.1), on the fact that standard (non-set) Herbrand terms are treated asatomic (non-set) entities, and on the requirement of disallowing membership to form cycles|i.e., thewell-founded nature of 2. The key step is represented by rule (2), which reduces a constraint of the formr =2 fs j tg to the equivalent conjunction r 6= s ^ s =2 t.not member(C) :while C=2 is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply one of the following rules to C:(1) s 62 ; ^ C0 o 7! C0(2) r =2 fs j tg ^ C0 o 7! r 6= s ^ r =2 t ^ C0(3) t =2 X ^ C0X 2 vars(t) ) 7! C0Figure 4: Rewriting procedure for negated membershipNote that the correctness of rule (3) requires that the variable X is constrained to be of sort Set by aconstraint set(X). However, since we have assumed that correctness of the sorts has been already checkedbefore entering the rewriting procedure, we can assume that the constraint set(X) is already present inC.Example 9.4 The constraint fc jXg 6= fb; cgis rewritten by rule (8i) of not equal to N 2 fc jXg; N =2 fb; cg. Then, using member and equal it isrewritten to:(i) N = c; c =2 fb; cg that is further rewritten by not member to N = c; c 6= b; c 6= c; c =2 ;, and from thisto false by not equal;(ii) X = fN jN1g; set(N1); N =2 fb; cg that not member rewrites to the solved form constraint:X = fN jN1g; set(N1); N 6= b;N 6= c:
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9.5 [3 constraintsThe rewriting procedure for C[3 , called union, is shown in Figure 5. Rule (1) infers the equality betweens and t from a constraint stating t = s [ s. Rules (2) and (3) take care of the simple cases in whichone of the arguments is the empty set. Rules (4) and (5), instead, manage the cases in which we knowthat at least one argument of the constraint is a non-empty set. These rules are based on the followingobservations:� if ft j sg = �1 [ �2 then t belongs to either �1 or �2 (or both)� if � = ft j sg [ �2 then t belongs to � (and possibly also to �2).Rules (6) and (7) deal with variable arguments and they are needed to reach the solved form.Example 9.5 Consider the constraint [3(fX j ;g; fY jZg; V ):This constraint satis�es the conditions of rule (5) of union. Let us follow only one of the possible non-deterministic computations this rule opens. Assume the �rst case (case (i)) is selected, thus rule (5)rewrites the given constraint to fX j ;g = fX jN1g; X =2 N1; V = fX jNg; X =2 N;[3(N1; fY jZg; N).equal generates the solution N1 = ; for the �rst constraint, while the last constraint can be againreduced using rule (5) of union. Selecting again case (i), rule (5) rewrites this constraint to: fY jZg =fY jN 01g; Y =2 N 01; N = fY jN 0g; Y =2 N 0;[3(N 01; N1; N 0). From this we obtain, among others, the equa-tion N 01 = Z (from the �rst set-set equality constraint). By applying the substitutions obtained from theequations N1 = ;, N 01 = Z, and N = fY jN 0g we get:X =2 ;; V = fX;Y jN 0g; X =2 fY jN 0g; Y =2 Z; Y =2 N 0;[3(Z; ;; N 0)Note that the newly generated variables N , N1, and N 01 can be completely removed after the applicationof the relevant substitutions.Now, the �rst constraint is simply eliminated from the constraint; union (rule (3)) applied to the lastconstraint returns N 0 = Z; after the application of this substitution and other simple rules, we get the�nal solution (in solved form): X 6= Y; V = fX;Y jZg; X =2 Z; Y =2 Z:9.6 jj constraintsThe rewriting procedure for Cjj, called disj, is shown in Figure 6. It is able to rewrite constraints statingdisjointness of two terms until the solved form is reached. Rule (1) guarantees that ; is disjoint from anyother set. Rule (2) expresses the fact that two identical sets are disjoint only if they are empty. Rules(3) and (4) implement the intuitive notion of disjointness, by ensuring the existence of elements in oneset do not belong to the other set.Example 9.6 The constraint fX;Y gjjfa jZgis rewritten by disj to X 6= a;X =2 Z; a =2 fY g; fY gjjZ. disj rewrites the primitive constraint fY gjjZ toY =2 Z; ;jjZ, and then it completely eliminates the primitive constraint ;jjZ. Finally, after the applicationof the other procedures, we get: X 6= a; Y 6= a;X =2 Z; Y =2 Z:
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union(C) :while C[3 is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply one of the following rules to C:(1) [3(s; s; t) ^ C0 o 7! s = t ^ C0(2) [3(s; t; ;) ^ C0s 6� t ) 7! s = ; ^ t = ; ^ C0(3) [3(;; t;X) ^ C0 or[3(t; ;; X) ^ C0t 6� ; 9>=>; 7! X = t ^ C0(4) [3(s1; s2; ft1 j t2g) ^ C0s1 6� s2 ) 7!ft1 j t2g = ft1 jNg ^ t1 =2 N ^ C0 ^ any of(i) s1 = ft1 jN1g ^ t1 =2 N1 ^ [3(N1; s2; N)(ii) s2 = ft1 jN1g ^ t1 =2 N1 ^ [3(s1; N1; N)(iii) s1 = ft1 jN1g ^ t1 =2 N1 ^ s2 = ft1 jN2g ^ t1 =2 N2 ^ [3(N1; N2; N)(5) [3(ft1 j t2g; t;X) ^ C0 or[3(t; ft1 j t2g; X) ^ C0t 6� ft1 j t2g; t 6� ; 9>=>; 7!ft1 j t2g = ft1 jN1g ^ t1 =2 N1 ^X = ft1 jNg ^ t1 =2 N ^ C0 ^ any of(i) t1 =2 t ^ [3(N1; t; N)(ii) t = ft1 jN2g ^ t1 =2 N2 ^ [3(N1; N2; N)(6) [3(X;Y; Z) ^ Z 6= t ^ C0X 6� Y ) 7! [3(X;Y; Z) ^ C0 ^ any of(i) N 2 Z ^N =2 t(ii) N 2 t ^N =2 Z(iii) Z = ; ^ t 6= ;(7) [3(X;Y; Z) ^X 6= t ^ C0 or[3(Y;X; Z) ^X 6= t ^ C0X 6� Y 9>=>; 7! [3(X;Y; Z) ^ C0 ^ any of(i) N 2 X ^N =2 t(ii) N 2 t ^N =2 X(iii) X = ; ^ t 6= ;Figure 5: Rewriting Procedure for [3
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disj(C) :while Cjj is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply one of the following rules to C:(1) ; jj t ^ C0 ort jj ; ^ C0 ) 7! C0(2) X jjX ^ C0 o 7! X = ; ^ C0(3) ft1 j t2g jjX ^ C0 orXjjft1 j t2g ^ C0 ) 7! t1 =2 X ^X jj t2 ^ C0(4) ft1 j s1g jj ft2 j s2g ^ C0 o 7! t1 6= t2 ^ t1 =2 s2 ^ t2 =2 s1 ^ s1jjs2 ^ C0Figure 6: Rewriting Procedure for jj9.7 6[3 constraintsThe primitive constraints based on 6[3 can be completely eliminated; hence, C 6[3 is empty at the end ofthe simpli�cation process. This elimination process is performed by the rewriting procedure not union,shown in Figure 7. The procedure contains a single non-deterministic rule, which relies on the traditionalextensionality principle for equality between sets (see Sect. 11.1).This procedure is considerably simpler than its positive counterpart union. This fact has a logicaljusti�cation. In our context, truth of Z = X [ Y is equivalent to the truth of the formula:8N (N 2 Z $ (N 2 X _N 2 Y )) (5)On the other hand, verifying Z 6= X [ Y leads to the logical formula (obtained complementing formula(5)): 9N ((N 2 Z ^ V =2 X ^N =2 Y ) _ (N =2 Z ^N 2 X) _ (N =2 Z ^N 2 Y )) (6)Thus, occurrences of 6 [3 lead to existentially quanti�ed formulae, that are easier to handle than auniversally quanti�ed one in our context.not union(C) :while C6[3 is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply the following rule to C:(1) 6[3(s1; s2; s3) ^ C0 7! C0 ^ any of(i) N 2 s3 ^N =2 s1 ^N =2 s2(ii) N 2 s1 ^N =2 s3(iii) N 2 s2 ^N =2 s3Figure 7: Rewriting Procedure for 6[3Example 9.7 Consider the constraint 6[3(X;Y; fa; bg):Let us follow one of the possible branches of its non-deterministic rewriting. By rule (1), case (i), theconstraint is reduced to N 2 fa; bg; N =2 X;N =2 Y . The �rst conjunct leads to two solutions, N = a andN = b. If we consider the �rst one, we obtaina =2 X; a =2 Ywhile the second leads to b =2 X; b =2 Y:Both these constraints are in solved form. 25



9.8 6 jj constraintsThe primitive constraints based on 6 jj can be completely eliminated. Hence, C 6jj is empty at the end of thesimpli�cation process. The rewriting procedure for 6 jj, called not disj, is shown in Figure 8. The procedurecontains a single rule which is used to ensure the existence of an element which lies in the intersection ofthe two sets.Also in this case a logical consideration can be performed. X jjY is equivalent to 8N (N 2 X ! N =2 Y )while its negation is equivalent to the simpler existential formula 9N (N 2 X ^N 2 Y ).not disj(C) :while C6jj is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply the following rule to C:(1) s 6 jjt ^ C0 7! N 2 s ^N 2 t ^ C0Figure 8: Rewriting Procedure for 6 jjExample 9.8 Let us consider the constraint fag 6 jj fX; bg:The not disj procedure reduces this constraint to N 2 fag; N 2 fX; bg. The application of the memberprocedure to the �rst conjunct leads to a 2 fX; bg. Once again the member procedure can be used toproduce non-deterministically the two reductions X = a and a = b. Only the �rst one will lead to a solvedform.9.9 set constraintsset constraints are used to state which terms are constrained to belong to the sort Set. They are generatedeither by the SATSET rewriting procedures, to constrain newly generated variables occurring as tailvariables of set terms, or by the set infer procedure called inside SATSET (see Sect. 9.10). set constraintscan be also added to a program by the user. The rewriting procedure for Cset, called set check, is shownin Figure 9. set check(C) :while Cset is not in solved form and C 6= false and C 6= error doapply one of the following rules to C:(1) set(;) ^ C0 7! C0(2) set(ft j sg) ^ C0 7! set(s) ^ C0(3) set(f(t1; : : : ; tm)) ^ C0f 6� f� j �g; f 6� ; ) 7! errorFigure 9: Rewriting Procedure for setIt is possible to prove that, with the exception of the newly generated tail variables, the individualrewriting procedures presented are capable of generating only well-formed constraints, as long as theinput constraint is itself well-formed (Lemma 13.7).9.10 The (Set) Constraint SolverSATSET combines the constraint rewriting procedures for the di�erent types of primitive constraintsdescribed in the previous sections. Given a constraint C, SATSET calls the rewriting procedures on theinput constraint C in a predetermined order, as de�ned in the procedure STEP in Figure 10.26



STEP(C) : not union(C);not disj(C);member(C);union(C);disj(C);not member(C);not equal(C);equal(C):Figure 10: The procedure STEPThe �rst three calls in STEP remove all the occurrences of 6[3, 6 jj, and 2 constraints from the constraintC. Observe also that the remaining rewriting procedures do not generate any constraints of type 6 jj or6 [3|thus, in the successive executions of STEP the �rst two actions will be no-ops. The subsequentexecution of the union and disj procedures allows the removal of all the occurrences of [3 and jj thatare not in solved form. union and disj, however, are capable of generating new constraints of the form6=, =, =2. The not member procedure simpli�es =2 constraints, possibly generating new constraints of theform 6=, while the not equal reduces the 6= constraints, possibly introducing new constraints of the form 2and =2. Finally, the equal procedure simpli�es the = constraints, generating only new equations in solvedform and, possibly, new set constraints. Substitutions computed by equal are immediately applied tothe constraint C. These substitutions can possibly transform constraints from solved form to non-solvedform.Note that if C is rewritten to either false or error by any of the rewriting procedures within STEP,then all the subsequent calls to the other rewriting procedures will leave it unchanged.At the end of the execution of the STEP procedure some non-solved primitive constraint may stilloccur in C. Either these constraints are introduced by a di�erent rewriting procedure (e.g., not equalgenerates 2 constraints) or they are the result of applying a substitution to a solved form constraint.Therefore the execution of STEP has to be iterated until a �xed-point is reached|i.e., any new rewritingsdo not further simplify the constraint. This happens exactly when the constraint is in solved form or itis false or error. The complete de�nition of the SATSET procedure is shown in Figure 11.SATSET (C) :set infer(C);repeatC0 := C;set check(C);STEP(C)until C = C0Figure 11: The SATSET procedureBefore calling the STEP procedure, within the rewriting loop, SATSET calls the set check procedure tocheck the set constraints. set check removes all occurrences of set not in solved form, without generatingany new constraints. If the result of this rewriting is error then it means that a sort violation has occurred.In this case SATSET immediately terminates.Before entering the rewriting loop, SATSET calls the procedure set infer, whose de�nition is shown inFigure 12. set infer has the task of determining which variables in the constraint C are required to belongto the sort Set. For any such variable X, set infer adds a new primitive constraint set(X) to C.Within set infer, the function �nd set is used to �nd set terms, possibly occurring inside other terms,and to generate the corresponding set constraints. The de�nition of �nd set is shown in Figure 13. As an27



set infer(C) :for each c � p(t1; : : : ; tn) or c �6 p(t1; : : : ; tn) in C doC := C ^ �nd set(t1) ^ � � � ^ �nd set(tn);case c oft1 2 t2; t1 =2 t2 : C := C ^ set(t2);t1jjt2; t1 6 jjt2 : C := C ^ set(t1) ^ set(t2);[3 (t1; t2; t3); 6[3(t1; t2; t3) : C := C ^ set(t1) ^ set(t2) ^ set(t3)endcaseendfor Figure 12: Inference of set constraintsexample, the call �nd set(f(a; fb; fc jY g jXg)) will return the constraint set(Y )^set(X). We assume thatall the true constraints possibly generated by �nd set are immediately removed via a trivial pre-processing.�nd set(t) :if t � X ot t is a constant symbol then return true;if t � f(t1; : : : ; tn), n > 0, and f 6� f� j �g then return �nd set(t1) ^ � � � ^ �nd set(tn);if t � ft1; : : : ; tn j tg then return �nd set(t1) ^ � � � ^ �nd set(tn) ^ set(t);Figure 13: Finding set termsExample 9.9 Consider the execution of SATSET on the constraintX 2 fA;Bg; fXg 6= fA;Bg:The �rst iteration of SATSET will either produce the constraint X = A; fAg 6= fA;Bg or X = B; fBg 6=fA;Bg. The �rst constraint, fAg 6= fA;Bg, can be reduced either to X = A;Z 2 fAg; Z 62 fA;Bg orX = A;Z 2 fA;Bg; Z 62 fAg, where Z is a new variable. The former can be only rewritten to false,whereas the latter is transformed to the constraint in solved formX = A;A 6= B:Similarly, the second constraint|X = B; fBg 6= fA;Bg|will lead to the solved form constraintX = B;A 6= B:Theorem 9.10 (Termination)The SATSET procedure can be implemented in such a way to terminate for every input constraint C.Moreover, each formula returned by SATSET is either false, or error, or a constraint in solved form.A complete proof of the theorem in presented in the Appendix.The termination of SATSET and the �niteness of the number of non-deterministic choices gener-ated during its computation, guarantee the �niteness of the number of constraints non-deterministicallyreturned by SATSET . Furthermore, in Section 11 we will formally prove that the disjunction of theconstraints returned by SATSET (C) is equi-satis�able with C|i.e., SATSET is a sound and completesolver with respect to the selected set theory SET .To implement the logical derivation [35] of a goal :�G with respect to a CLP(SET ) program P , it issu�cient to choose one of the C 0 constraints returned by SATSET , and consider the substitution inducedby (C 0=)jvars(G). If all the C 0 constraints are either false or error then the derivation can only fail.28



10 Programming examplesCLP(SET ) is not intended for a speci�c application domain. Indeed, it has been designed as a general-purpose language with sets, particularly well-suited for a rapid software prototyping approach to programspeci�cation and development.Nevertheless, there seem to be certain application areas in which the use of sets �ts more naturally, thusallowing some de�nite improvements both in the quality and in the development time of the �nal softwareproduct. These areas include database applications (see for instance [41]), combinatorial problems, graph-related applications and operational research in general (e.g., resource allocation problems), as pointedout for instance in [31, 42, 14].In particular, set uni�cation can be conveniently exploited in those problems|e.g., resource allocationproblems|whose solution can be naturally expressed by a generate & test approach. Set uni�cationallows one to non-deterministically generate all possible combinations of values for the given problem,and set constraints will select only those combinations which are satisfactory.The use of powerful set data abstractions and set constraints encourages a more declarative program-ming style, and it allows simpler and more readable programs to be obtained. In this section we presenta number of simple programming examples which are intended to give the avor of the set-orientedprogramming style supported by the set facilities provided in CLP(SET ).10.1 Restricted Universal Quanti�ers and Intensional SetsA common way of dealing with sets is proving that a given property holds for all the elements of theset. This fact can be easily expressed through the use of Restricted Universal Quanti�ers (RUQs), i.e.,formulae of the form forall(X 2 s; '[X ])where s denotes a set and ' is an arbitrary formula containing X . ' represents the property that allelements of s are required to satisfy. A RUQ actually represents the quanti�ed implication8X(X 2 s! '):RUQs can be easily implemented in CLP(SET ) using recursion and constraints over sets. For example,the following RUQ forall(X 2 s; p(X;Y ))where p is some (binary) predicate de�ned elsewhere in the program, can be always replaced by theequivalent atom forallp(s; Y ) where forallp is de�ned by the following CLP(SET ) clauses:forallp(;; Y ):forallp(fA jRg; Y ) :�A =2 R; p(A; Y ); forallp(R; Y ):This simple form of RUQ can be generalized to the more complex formforall(t 2 s; 9 �Z'[ �Y ; �Z])where t is a term and �Y = vars(t), which can also be directly implemented in CLP(SET ). The logicalmeaning of this general form of RUQs is8X(X 2 s! 9 �Z �Y (X = t ^ ')):Another very common usage of sets is represented by the intensional de�nition of sets. Intensionalsets are de�ned by providing a condition ' that is necessary and su�cient for an element X to belong tothe set itself: fX : '[X ] g29



where X is a variable and ' is a �rst-order formula containing X . The logical meaning of the intensionalde�nition of a set S is 8X(X 2 S $ '[X ])which can be written as 8X(X 2 S ! '[X ]) ^ :9X(X 62 S ^ '[X ]): (7)Similarly to the case of RUQs, also these formulae can be implemented using CLP(SET ) clauses. Forexample the following atom S = fX : p(X;Y ) goccurring in a CLP(SET ) goal can be always replaced by the equivalent atom setofp(S; Y ) where setofpis de�ned by the following clauses (directly derived from the formula (7)):setofp(S; Y) :� forall(X 2 S; p(X; Y));:partialp(S; Y):partialp(S; Y) :� Z =2 S; p(S; Y):In this case, however, the e�ectiveness of the implementation depends on the expressive power of therules used to handle negation. For instance, when there are no free variables occurring in the formula ',then the CLP(SET ) implementation works correctly, relying only on the traditional Negation as Failureapproach to handle negative literals. However, problems can arise in connection with the use of negationin the general case. An in-depth analysis of the problems connected with intensional sets and negation(in particular constructive negation) can be found in [27, 10].Like RUQs, also intensional set formers are easily generalized to the more complex formf t : 9 �Z'[ �Y ; �Z] gwhere t is a term and �Y = vars(t), whose logical meaning is8X(X 2 S $ 9 �Z �Y (X = t ^ ')):RUQs and intensional sets can be viewed as simple syntactic extensions of the CLP(SET ) language.Indeed, the current CLP(SET ) implementation supports these extensions, providing suitable syntacticforms and straightforward translations of them into the corresponding CLP(SET ) clauses and goals. Thetranslation is performed at compile-time and completely removes RUQs and intensional sets from theCLP(SET ) code which is actually executed.Hereafter we will assume our language is endowed with such syntactic extensions. The followingexample shows a few simple CLP(SET ) programs using RUQs and intensional sets.Example 10.1 (Simple CLP(SET ) programs)� min(S,X): true if X is the minimum of the set of numbers S.min(S; X) :�X 2 S; forall(Z 2 S; X � Z):� cross product(A,B,CP): true if CP is the Cartesian product of the sets A and B.cross product(A; B; CP) :�CP = f[X; Y] : X 2 A; Y 2 Bg:� power set(S,PS): true if PS is the powerset of the set S.power set(S; PS) :�PS = fSS : subset(SS; S)g:where the predicate subset(S,R) can be simply de�ned as:subset(S; R) :� [3 (S; R; R):30



10.2 Graph ApplicationsSets can be naturally employed to describe graphs and algorithms over graphs. A directed labeled graphcan be represented by the set N of nodes and a �nite set E = f(�1; �1); (�2; �2); : : :g, �i; �i 2 N ofdirected edges. Similarly, an undirected labeled graph can be represented by the set N of nodes and a�nite set of edges E = ff�1; �1g; f�2; �2g; : : :g, �; � 2 N (i.e., a set of nested sets).In this section we show three \classical" graph applications written in CLP(SET ) using the variousset representation and manipulation facilities provided by the language.Stable PartitionIn the �rst example we consider the notion of stable partition of the nodes of a graph G. This propertyhas been de�ned in [52] to develop an algorithm for �nding the coarsest partition induced by a binaryrelation on a set N . A partition P of a set N is stable with respect to a set of nodes S � N if, for anyclass B of P , one of the following two conditions holds:� B � pred(S), or� B \ pred(S) = ;where pred(S) is the set of predecessors of S in the graph.In order to implement this property we need to de�ne �rst a predicate that allows us to compute thesuccessors of a given set of nodes. In this setting we can de�ne the predicate successor that, given agraph G, determines whether the node Y is a successor of the node X in the graph. The same predicatecan be used to verify X is an predecessor of Y .successor(Nodes, Edges , X , Y ) :�( X , Y ) 2 Edges.Then, using successor, we can easily de�ne a predicate successors(Nodes,Edges,B,Suc) that is trueif Suc is the set of all successors of a given set of nodes B:successors( Nodes, Edges , B , Suc ) :-Suc = f Y : 9 X ( X 2 B, successor( Nodes, Edges , X , Y )) g ).These predicates allows us to give the following implementation of the property of a partition P to bestable (resp., unstable): stablewrt( Nodes, Edges , P , S ) :�successors( Nodes, Edges , E , S ),forall(B 2 P, B jj E or [3( B , E , E )).unstablewrt( Nodes, Edges , P , S ) :�successors( Nodes, Edges , E , S ),B 2 P,B 6 jj E,6[3( B , E , E ).where or can be simply implemented using a new predicate de�ned by two clauses. A partition P is saidto be stable if for all classes S 2 P , P is stable with respect to S:stable( Nodes, Edges , P ) :�forall(S 2 P, stablewrt( Nodes, Edges , P , S )).
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Traveling salesman problemAnother interesting example of the expressive power of programming with sets is given by the encodingof the traveling salesman problem (TSP). Let G = hN;Ei be a directed graph with weighted edges. Weassume that E in G is represented as a set of triples of the form hn1; c; n2i with n1; n2 2 N , and c a cost.The considered problem is to determine whether there is a path in G starting from a source node, passingexactly once for every other node, and returning in the initial node, of global cost less than a constant k.The problem for a graph hNodes; Edgesi and source node Source can be encoded in CLP(SET ) asfollows: tsp(Nodes,Edges,Source,K) :�n3(Nodes,fSourceg,To visit),path(To visit,Edges,Source,Target,Cost1),h Target,Cost2,Source i 2 Edges,Cost1 + Cost2 < K.path(fTg,Edges,S,T,Cost) :�h S,Cost,T i 2 Edges.path( f I j To visit g,Edges,S,T,Cost) :�h S,Cost1,I i 2 Edges,I =2 To visit,path(To visit,Edges,I,T,Cost2),Cost = Cost1 + Cost2.Observe that the predicate path is able to �nd all possible acyclic paths starting from Source andinvolving all nodes. It is easy to provide as output the path computed, when it exists|it is su�cient tocollect in a list the variables I of path.Map coloringAs the third example, we consider the well-known problem of coloring a geographical map. Given a mapof n regions r1,. . . ,rn, and a set fc1; : : : ; cmg of colors, the map coloring problem consists of �nding anassignment of colors to the regions of the map such that no two neighboring regions have the same color.A map can be represented as an undirected graph where the nodes are the regions and the arcs arethe pairs of neighboring regions. An assignment of colors to regions is represented as a set of orderedpairs (r; c) where r is a region and c is the color assigned to it.The following is a CLP(SET ) program for a generate & test solution of the map coloring problem.coloring(Regions,Map,Colors,Assignments) :�assign(Regions,Colors,Assignments),forall(fR1,R2g 2 Map,9 C ((R1,C) 2 Assignments,(R2,C) 62 Assignments).The �rst subgoal of coloring is used to generate a possible assignment of colors to regions, whereasthe second subgoal tests whether this assignment is an admissible one or not, i.e., no two adjacent regionsin the map have the same color.The predicate assign(S1,S2,A) is true if A is an assignment that assigns an element of the set S2(selected non-deterministically) to each element of the set S1. Its CLP(SET ) de�nition is shown below.assign(;, ,;).assign(fR| Regionsg,Colors,f(R,C)| Assignmentsg) :�R 62 Regions,C 2 Colors,assign(Regions,Colors,Assignments).32



Remark 10.2 The set of nodes of a graph can be easily computed from the set of edges of the graphprovided the graph is completely connected. For example, the set of regions in the coloring predicate canbe obtained as Regions = fR : 9 S (fR,Sg 2 Map or fS,Rg 2 Map)gor, equivalently, as Regions = fR : 9 Pair (Pair 2 Map, R 2 Pair)g.Therefore, under the completely connected hypothesis, the set of nodes of a graph is not strictly requiredto be passed as an argument to predicates dealing with the graph. In all the examples of this section,however, we prefer to adopt the more general solution which uses the set of nodes explicitly.A sample goal for the coloring predicate is::� coloring(fr1,r2,r3g, ffr1,r2g,fr1,r3gg, fc1,c2g,R).(i) R = f(r1; c1); (r2; c2); (r3; c2)g(ii) R = f(r1; c2); (r2; c1); (r3; c1)g:Thanks to the general and exible use of sets supported by CLP(SET ) the same program can beused to solve related problems. For example, a di�erent problem could be: given a map and a partiallyspeci�ed set of colors �nd which constraints the unknown colors must obey to in order to obtain anadmissible coloring of the graph. A sample goal for this problem is::� coloring(fr1,r2,r3g, ffr1,r2g,fr1,r3gg, fX,c2g,R).(i) R = f(r1; X); (r2; c2); (r3; c2)g; X 6= c2(ii) R = f(r1; c2); (r2; X); (r3; X)g; X 6= c2:The same program could be used unaltered to solve also a more complex problem: �nding the minimumnumber of colors which is required to color a map of n regions. In fact, the number N of colors used toobtain an admissible coloring of a map can be easily computed by calling the predicate coloring with theset Colors containing exactly n variables and then calling the predicate size|which is part of a collectionof basic operations implemented in CLP(SET ) and provided with the CLP(SET ) interpreter|to computethe cardinality N of the set Colors. By taking the set of all such N and computing its minimum value(see the predicate min in the previous subsection) �nally we get the desired result.As mentioned in Section 1, the ability to deal with partially speci�ed sets is a distinguishing featureof our language which|at our knowledge|is not present in other related works.An alternative approach to solve the coloring problem|as well as other related graph managementproblems|assumes that the nodes of the graph (viz., the regions in the coloring problem) are representedthemselves by unbound variables, and an assignment of values (viz., colors) to the nodes is representedby the assignments of values to the variables representing the di�erent nodes. As a consequence, the arcswill be sets consisting of two variable elements.The new de�nition of the predicate coloring is:coloring(Regions,Map,Colors) :�subset(Regions,Colors),forall(C 2 Regions, fCg 62 Map).The �rst subgoal is used to generate a possible assignment of colors to regions, whereas the secondsubgoal tests whether this assignment is an admissible one by requiring that no set of variables fR1; R2gin the map has got the same color c for both its variables (thus reducing fR1; R2g to the singleton setfcg). Note that the test that the generated assignment is an admissible one can be implemented invarious alternative ways. For instance, an alternative de�nition of this test isffCg: C 2 Colorsg jj MapA sample goal for the new de�nition of the coloring predicate is::� coloring(fR1,R2,R3g, ffR1,R2g,fR1,R3gg, fc1,c2g).(i) R1 = c1; R2 = c2; R3 = c2(ii) R1 = c2; R2 = c1; R3 = c1:33



The alternative approach of using variables to represent nodes allows a more coincise solution. However,the use of variables to represent the nodes of the graph (instead of ground constant names), as well as thefact that the Regions variable set becomes a (ground) set of colors after execution, may turn out to beunnatural. Thus, the negative counterpart of enhanced coinciseness of this solution may be a decreasingof program readability.11 Formal resultsIn this section we provide an axiomatic �rst-order characterization of the hybrid set theory we are dealingwith. This axiomatization is proved to correspond to the interpretation structure SET . We provide thesoundness and completeness theorems associated with the rewriting procedures and, �nally, we brieydiscuss the computational complexity of the problem and of our solutions. Complete proofs of all theresults presented in this section are given in the Appendix.11.1 An axiomatic characterizationIn this section we present a �rst-order naive set theory which captures the semantics of the constraintsof CLP(SET ). We prove that this theory corresponds with the structure SET on the class of admissibleconstraints. Equational theories are not su�ciently expressive to model the membership predicate symbol2, or to force the interpretation of negative properties. Thus, we propose a richer �rst-order theory,coherent with the desired equational properties.Di�erent proposals for axiomatic semantics of terms denoting sets, suitable for CLP languages, havebeen recently presented [22, 29, 20, 25]. In this paper we mix the approach of [25]|which is well-suitedfor a parametric approach to the design of CLP languages with di�erent kinds of aggregates (namely,sets, multi-sets, lists, and compact-lists)|with that of [22].The set theory, named Set , is presented in Figure 14. Set provides the formal semantics for thepredicate symbols =;2;[3; jj, and set over hereditarily �nite hybrid sets, that is sets whose elements areuninterpreted Herbrand terms as well as other (�nite) hybrid sets. Observe that, since only well-formedliterals can be built (and accepted) starting from these predicate symbols, the axioms only state propertiesover well-formed literals. This also means that, if one were allowed to write ill-formed literals, then therewould exist models of Set in which, for instance, a 2 b or a 2 fa j bg hold, and other models in whichthey are false.The following is an informal justi�cation of the axioms in the Set theory.� Membership is described by axioms (N) and (W ).� Equality between sets is regulated by standard extensionality axiom (E). In [25] the axiom (E) isreplaced by a di�erent axiom (called (Esk)). The introduction of (Esk) was motivated by the presenceof colored sets, which are not allowed in CLP(SET ). Nevertheless, [25] proves that (Esk), (Ab)(C`),as well as (E) extended with kernels, are equivalent criteria for testing set equality.Equality between non-sets is regulated by standard equality axioms, and by the Clark's EqualityTheory [17, 47] axiom schemes (F 01); (F2) for the non-set terms, along with a weak form of thefoundation axiom (F s3 ). (F s3 ) can be proved [25] to be strong enough to avoid �nite cycles ofmembership of the form x1 2 x2; x2 2 x3; : : : ; xn 2 x1. For instance, if x1 2 x2 ^ x2 2 x1, thenx2 = fx1 jNg; x1 = fx2 jN 0g, thus x1 = ffx1 jNg jN 0g. (F s3 ) guarantees that this can not happen.� The semantics of union is modeled by the standard axiom ([).� The disjointness of two sets is governed by axiom (jj) which states that two sets are disjoint whenthere are no common elements.� Axioms (S0); (S1); and axiom scheme (S2) model the sort constraints set in �rst-order logic. Theset literals are in fact fundamental to guarantee the correctness of the rewriting rules presented.For instance, the literal X =2 X is ill-formed if X is not a set. On the contrary, if X is a set then34



it is always satis�able . Thus, it can be safely removed from the constraint only if the constraintset(X) has been previously asserted.for all m;n and for all x; x ; y; y ; v; w; zv; w; z are variables of sort Set(N) x =2 ;(W ) x 2 fy j vg $ x 2 v _ x = y(F 01) f(x1; : : : ; xn) = f(y1; : : : ; yn)! x1 = y1 ^ � � � ^ xn = yn f 2 �; f 6� f� j �g(F2) f(x1; : : : ; xm) 6= g(y1; : : : ; yn) f; g 2 �; f 6� g(F s3 ) x 6= t[x]Unless t is of the form ft1; : : : ; tn jxg and x does not occur in t1; : : : ; tn(E) v = w ! 8x (x 2 v $ x 2 w)([) [3(v; w; z) $ 8x(x 2 z $ (x 2 v _ x 2 w))(jj) vjjw $ 8x (x 2 v ! x =2 w)(S0) set(;)(S1) set(v)$ set(fy j vg)(S2) :set(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) f 2 �; f 6� f� j �g; f 6� ;Figure 14: The theory Set11.2 Correspondence between structure and theoryGiven a �rst-order theory T on L and a structure A which is a model of T , T and A correspond onthe set of admissible constraints Adm [35] if, for each constraint C 2 Adm, we have that T j= ~9(C) ifand only if A j= ~9(C). If A is a model of T then the ()) direction is always ful�lled. This propertyguarantees that A is a special model: if we know that C is satis�able in A then it will be satis�able in allthe models of T . If Adm is the set of all the �rst-order formulae, then this concept reduces to Robinson'smodel-completeness [16].The interpretation structure SET de�ned in Section 8.2 can be proved to be a model of the simpletheory of sets Set considered above. In particular:Theorem 11.1 (Correspondence) The axiomatic theory Set and the structure SET correspond [35]on the class of admissible constraints of CLP(SET ).An important property for CLP structures is solution compactness : a constraint domain A = hA; (�)Aiis solution compact on Adm [35] if:1. for all d 2 A there is a possibly in�nite conjunction of constraints '(X) � Vi Ci such that theunique solution of '(X) is X = d;2. for each admissible constraintC there exists a (possibly in�nite) collection fC1; C2; : : :g of admissibleconstraints such that A j= 8 �X :C[ �X ]$_i 9 �Y Ci[ �X; �Y ]!Actually, the variables �Y in condition 2 are not made explicit in [35]. However, what we need is theability to e�ectively negate a constraint while preserving satis�ability and the same valuations for thecommon variables. New variables do not a�ect this property.35



Proposition 11.2 (Solution Compactness) SET is solution compact on the class of admissible con-straints of CLP(SET ).Proof. Property (1) trivially holds since each element d of the domain of S is also a term. Thus, wecan write the admissible constraint X = d. As far as property (2) is concerned, let C = `1 ^ � � � ^ `n bean admissible constraint, and let vars(C) = f �Xg. Clearly, :C is equivalent to :`1 _ � � � _ :`n. Now, fori = 1 to n:� If `i is a primitive constraint or the negation of a primitive constraint built on one of the predicatesymbols =;2;[3; jj, then :`i is an admissible constraint, as well.� If `i is set(s) for some term s, consider the set F = f;; f� j �g; f1; f2; f3; : : :g. It holds that:set(s)$ _i>0 9Y1 � � �Yar(fi)s = fi(Y1; : : : ; Yar(fi)) 2Property (2) becomes more e�ective when � is �nite.11.3 Constraint Satis�abilityThe notion of solved form plays a fundamental role in the de�nition of the constraint satis�ability pro-cedure, as ensues from Theorem 11.4. Basically, given a constraint in solved form C, we are able toguarantee the existence of a successful valuation for all the variables of C using pure sets only. Inparticular, it is su�cient to restrict the search for possible solutions to sets of the form:f� � � f| {z }n ;g � � �gfor all the variables, with the only exception of the variables X occurring as X = t in C.Example 11.3 Consider the constraint in solved form:X = f(Y ); Y 6= ;; Y 6= fZg; Y jjZ;[3(Z;W;R)It admits the solution: Z =W = R = ;; Y = ff;gg; X = f(ff;gg)Theorem 11.4 (Satis�ability) Let C be a constraint in solved form. Then C is satis�able in SET .The following theorem proves the correctness and completeness of the non-deterministic rewritingprocedure SATSET . Complete proof of this result is provided in the Appendix.Theorem 11.5 (Correctness and Completeness) Let C be a constraint and C1; : : : ; Cn be the con-straints obtained from the application of set infer and by each successive non-deterministic computationof STEP. Then,1. if � is a valuation of Ci and SET j= �(Ci) then SET j= �(C) for all i = 1; : : : ; n,2. if � is a valuation of C and SET j= �(C) then, for all i = 1; : : : ; n, � can be expanded to thevariables of vars(Ci) n vars(C) so that it ful�lls SET j= �(Ci).Corollary 11.6 Given a constraint C, the following result holds: Set j= ~9C if and only if there is anon-deterministic choice such that SATSET (C) returns a constraint in solved form (i.e., di�erent fromfalse and error). 36



Another important property of CLP theories is satisfaction completeness. A theory T is satisfactioncomplete [35] if for each admissible constraint C either T j= ~9C or T j= :~9C. Observe that if the classAdm is the set of all �rst-order formulae, then this notion reduces to the usual notion of completeness ofa theory [16].Corollary 11.7 Set is satisfaction complete on the class of admissible constraints of CLP(SET ). More-over, for each admissible constraint c, the test Set j= ~9c is decidable.Proof. Given an admissible constraint, Theorem 11.1 ensures that Set j= ~9C if and only if SET j=~9C. Thus, it is su�cient to prove the property: for each admissible constraint c either SET j= ~9c orSET j= :~9c. This, together with the decidability property, is an immediate consequence of terminationTheorem 9.10 and of Corollary 11.6. 211.4 ComplexityThe problem we tackle here extends the satis�ability problem for set uni�cation, shown to be NP-complete in [40]. A di�erent (and maybe simpler) proof of NP-hardness of the same problem has beengiven in [22]. In [51], a methodology to guess a solution of a conjunction of literals where F = f;; f� j �ggand �c = f=;2;[;\; ng is proposed. Any guess is represented by a graph containing a number of nodespolynomially bounded by the number of variables in the original problem. Veri�cation of whether a guessis a solution of the constraint can be done in polynomial time. In [51], it is also shown how this techniquecan be extended to the hybrid problem|the one we deal with in this paper.The algorithms we propose here clearly do not belong to NP since they apply syntactic substitutions.However, one could devise implementations of the algorithms adopting standard techniques, such as thosein [48], to avoid problems originated by substitutions, in order to achieve better complexity results (that,however, can not be any better than NP).12 Related WorkIn the context of CLP-based solutions, the only other schemes which embed the notion of set areCLP(��) [65], Conjunto [31], and CLPS [42].The CLP(��) proposal considers substantially di�erent classes of sets and it is mostly aimed at handlingregular languages over a given alphabet.In [31], Gervet presents a language, calledConjunto, which incorporates a constraint solver over booleanlattices built from (at) set intervals. The constraints can be more complex (e.g., boolean constraints)than those considered in CLP(SET ), but the domain is less general. In particular, the simulation ofnested sets is not possible|which prevents the direct encoding of many interesting problems. Conjuntohas been embedded in the recent releases of the ECLiPSe system.A solution based on a CLP-scheme which, on the contrary, shares much with our work is the onedescribed in CLPS [42]. The main di�erence with our proposal is that no precise de�nition of the settheory nor of the interpretation domain is given in [42]. This prevents that proposal from providingformal correctness and completeness results. An e�cient implementation of the language in [42] has beendeveloped.Other logic-based languages with sets (which do not fall in the CLP class) have also been proposed,such as LDL [9], LPS [41], and SEL [39]; the interested reader is referred to [22] for a brief overview ofthese languages.Considerable research e�ort has also been devoted to the analysis and de�nition of set-constraints,originally introduced in the �eld of Program Analysis [32]. Set-constraints are formulae built with �rst-order terms and set operators. The original intended use of these formulae is to interpret the solutionof a set-constraint as the approximation of the set of possible outputs of a program. The techniquesdeveloped for testing satis�ability of set-constraints are very interesting (mostly based on the use oftree-automata), although their e�ective use is made di�cult by intrinsic complexity limits (NEXP-time37



completeness [61]). However, these results can not be used directly for the kind of constraints over setswe consider in this paper. As a matter of fact, sets involved in set-constraints are at (subsets of thestandard Herbrand Universe) and therefore a real implementation of nested membership is not allowed.Moreover, the interpretation of the function symbols involves cartesian products and projections, whichin turn implies that the satis�ability can not be checked over hereditarily �nite sets.13 ConclusionsIn this paper we have compared existing proposals for handling �nite sets in CLP languages, and proposeda novel technique, that captures the bene�ts of the existing ones and generalizes the existing literature.The new representation scheme uses f� j �g as set-constructor and 2;=;[3, and jj as primitive constraintpredicates. The use of the [3 and jj predicate as constraints allows us to obtain e�ective de�nitions ofvarious set operations, such as �;\, and n.We have provided a formal description of the syntax, logical semantics, and operational semantics ofa CLP language relying on these constraints, called CLP(SET ). The operational semantics have beendescribed through a number of constraint simpli�cation procedures, capable of transforming arbitraryconjunctions of constraints to trivially decidable solved forms. Correctness and termination proofs forthis operational semantics have also been presented. The correspondence between structure and theoryallows us to guarantee that the satis�ability test holds when in�nite sets are allowed in the domain, aswell.Few remarks are due as far as intensionally de�ned sets are concerned. As shown in [10], intensional setde�nitions are implementable in the language extended with negation. The rules for handling negationin (constraint) logic programming (e.g., negation as failure) typically introduce restrictions on the set ofadmissible programs. These restrictions can be weakened using a more general negation rule, such asConstructive Negation [64] instead of Negation as Failure. Nevertheless, the undecidability of any settheory prevents one to solve all the possible problems opened [26]. Alternatively, one can face directlyintensional sets, for instance developing a suitable algebra over them: for example, a 2 fX : nat(X)g canbe rewritten simply as nat(a); fX : nat(X)g\fX : odd(X)g can be rewritten as fX : nat(X); odd(X)g,and so on. Preliminary work on this direction is described in [13].Although we have considered only \conventional" sets, there are a number of other data aggregateabstractions, such as multisets and lists, which may turn out to �t more naturally the problem require-ments than sets in many interesting applications. The solutions and techniques described in this paperare general and exible enough to be quite easily adapted to these other data structures. A work in thisdirection is [25], where a formal characterization of various kinds of data aggregates and the de�nitionof suitable (parametric) uni�cation algorithms dealing with them in a logic programming framework arepresented.The interpreter of the language CLP(SET ), written in SICStus Prolog, is available athttp://www.math.unipr.it/�gianfr/setlog.Home.html.Work is in progress to improve the existing implementation, in particular by providing better user inter-faces and static analysis tools to capture and e�ciently handle special cases (e.g., distinguishing betweenground and non-ground cases, delay techniques).References[1] Abiteboul, S., and Grumbach., S. A rule-based language with functions and sets. ACM Trans.on Database Systems 16, 1 (1991), 1{30.[2] Abrial, J.-R. The B-Book: Assigning Programs to Meanings. Cambridge University Press, 1996.[3] Aczel., P. Non-well-founded sets., vol. 14 of Lecture Notes, Center for the Study of Language andInformation. Stanford, 1988. 38
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(E) If � satis�es set(�(v)) and set(�(w)) and �(v) = �(w), then forall s 2 S we have:s 2S �(v) if and only if s 2S �(w)On the other hand, if � satis�es set(�(v)), set(�(w)) and 8s 2 S s 2S �(v) if and only if s 2S �(w),then we have to consider two cases. If �(v) = ;, then for forall s 2 S we have s 62S �(v). Thus,the same must hold for �(w). From this we obtain that �(w) = ;. If �(v) = fu1; : : : ; un j ;g, thens 2 �(w) if and only if s � ui, with i � n. Hence, we obtain that �(w) = fu1; : : : ; un j ;g.([); (jj) The fact that SET models ([) and (jj) immediately follows from the de�nitions of [S3 and jjS .2In the following proof, as well as in the proof of the termination of the algorithm, we will make use ofthe measure functions size and j � j:De�nition 13.3 The function size : T (F ;V) [ C �! N is de�ned as follows:size(t) =8>>>><>>>>: 0 if t is a variable1 if t is a constant1 +Pni=1 size(ti) if t = f(t1; : : : ; tn); f 2 FPni=1 size(ti) if t = p(t1; : : : ; tn); p 2 �size(C1) + size(C2) if t = C1 ^ C2With jCj we denote the number of literals in the constraint C.Lemma 13.4 If B is a model of Set, then the function h : domain(SET ) �! domain(B) de�ned ash(t) = tB for all t 2 S, is an embedding of SET in B.Proof. We will prove the following facts:1. h is an homomorphism;2. if pB(h(t1); : : : ; h(tn)) holds, then pS(t1; : : : ; tn) holds, for all predicate symbols p 2 f2;[3; jj; setg;3. h is injective.1. For all f 2 �, f 6� f� j �g, and for all t1; : : : ; tn 2 S it holds thath(fS(t1; : : : ; tn)) = (�(f(t1; : : : ; tn))B = (f(t1; : : : ; tn))BMoreover (f(t1; : : : ; tn))B = fB(tB1 ; : : : ; tBn), by the de�nition of structure, and fB(tB1 ; : : : ; tBn) =fB(h(t1); : : : ; h(tn)).Consider now the case of the functional symbol f� j �g. It holds thath(ft1 j t2gS) = h(�(ft1 jt2g)) = h(fs1; : : : ; t1; : : : ; sng) = fs1; : : : ; t1; : : : ; sngBwhich, since B is a model of (E) is equivalent to ftB1 j tB2 gB = fh(t1) jh(t2)gB.If s 2S t, then t � ft1; : : : ; s; : : : ; tn j ;g; since B is a model of (W ), this implies sB 2B tB. We obtainthe same result for the predicates [3; jj and set exploiting the facts that B is a model of ([); (jj)and (S0); (S1).2. If sB 2B tB then, since B is a model of (W ), it must be that setB(tB) holds. Moreover, since B isalso a model of (N), it can not be t � ;; and, since B is a model of (S2), it can not be the casethat t � f(: : :), for f 6� f� j �g. Thus, it must be t � ft1; : : : ; tn j ;g. The fact that B is a model of(W ) and this property implies that sB 2B ft1; : : : ; tngB if and only if 9i � n such that s � ti. Thisis equivalent to s 2S t. Using the axioms ([3); (jj); (S0); (S1), and (S2) we obtain in a similar waythe result for the predicate symbols [3; jj and set.43



3. If h(t1) = h(t2), then we prove t1 � t2. We can assume that size(t1) � size(t2) and obtain theresult by induction on size(t1) � 1.Base. If size(t1) = 1, then t1 and t2 are constants, hence, since B is a model of (F2), t1 � t2.Step. If t1 � f(s1; : : : ; sn), then, since B is a model of (F2), it must be t2 � f(r1; : : : ; rn), moreoversince B is a model of (F 01), also sB1 = rB1 ; : : : ; sBn = rBn must hold. By inductive hypothesis, we obtainthat s1 � r1; : : : ; sn � rn, and hence that t1 � t2. If t1 � fs1; : : : ; sng, then from (F2) we obtaint2 � fr1; : : : ; rmg. t1 and t2 are elements of S, so there are no repetitions between their elementsand they are ordered. This implies that, since B is a model of (E), then n = m and si � ri for alli � n|i.e., t1 � t2. 2Theorem 11.1 The axiomatic theory Set and the structure SET correspond on the class of admissibleconstraints of CLP(SET ) .Proof. From Lemma 13.2 we know that SET is a model of Set; thus, if C is a �rst-order formula andSet j= C, then SET j= C.On the other hand if C is a constraint and ~9C is its existential closure, then SET j= ~9C if and only ifthere exists � such that SET j= C[�]. Hence, from Lemma 13.4 and Lemma 13.1, it holds that B j= ~9Cfor any model B of Set. This is exactly the de�nition of Set j= ~9C. 2Proof of Theorem 11.4 (Satis�ability)The notion of solved form plays a fundamental role in the de�nition of the constraint satis�ability pro-cedure, as ensues from the following theorem. To prove it we use the auxiliary function �nd :find(t) = 8>><>>: ; if t = ;, x 6= ;f0g if t = xf1 + n : n 2 �nd(x; y)g if t = fy j ;gf1 + n : n 2 �nd(x; y)g [ �nd(x; s) if t = fy j sg, s 6= ;which returns the set of `depths' in which a given element x occurs in the set t (there is an exception forthe unique case �nd(;; ;)).Theorem 11.4 Let C be a constraint in solved form. Then C is satis�able in SET .Proof. The proof is basically the construction of a mapping for the variables of C into S. Theconstruction is divided into two parts. In the �rst part, C= is not considered. A solution for the otherconstraints is computed by looking for valuations of the formXi 7! f� � � f| {z }ni ;g � � �gful�lling all 6=; jj; =2;[3, and set constraints. We will briey refer to niz }| {f� � � f ;g � � �g as f;gni . In particular,the variables appearing in [3 are mapped into ; (ni = 0) and the numbers ni for the other variables arecomputed choosing one possible solution of a system of integer equations and disequations, that triviallyadmits solutions. Such system is obtained by analyzing the \depth" of the occurrences of the variables inthe terms; in this case, jj and 6= constraints are treated in the same way. Then, all the variables occurringin the constraint C only in r.h.s. of equations of C= are bound to ; and the mappings for the variablesof the l.h.s. are bound to the uniquely induced valuation.In detail, let X1; : : : ; Xm all the variables occurring in C, save those occurring in the l.h.s. of equalities,and let X1; : : : ; Xh, h � m be those variables occurring in [3-atoms. Let n1; : : : ; nm be auxiliary variablesranging over N. We build the system Syst as follows:� For all i � h, add the equation ni = 0. 44



� For all h < i � m, add the following disequations:ni 6= nj + c 8Xi 6= t in C and c 2 �nd(Xj ; t)ni 6= c 8Xi 6= t in C and t � f;gcni 6= nj + c+ 1 8t 62 Xi in C and c 2 �nd(Xj ; t)ni 6= c+ 1 8t 62 Xi in C and t � f;gcni 6= nj 8XijjXj in CIf m = k then ni = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ;m is the unique solution of Syst. Otherwise, it is easy to observethat it admits in�nitely many solutions. Let:� fn1 = 0; : : : ; nh = 0; nh+1 = �nh+1; : : : ; nm = �nmg be one arbitrarily chosen solution of Syst,� � be the valuation such that �(Xi) = f;gni for all i � m.� Y1; : : : ; Yk be all the variables of C which appear only on the l.h.s. of equalities of the form Yi = ti.� � be the valuation where �(Yi) = �(ti).We prove that SET j= C[��], by case analysis on the form of the literals of C:Yi = ti: It is satis�ed, since �(Yi) has been de�ned as a ground term and equal to �(ti).Xi 6= t: If t is a ground term, then we have two cases: if t is not of the form f;gc, then it is immediatethat �(Xi) 6= t; if t is of the form f;gc, for some c, then we have ni 6= c, by construction, and hence�(Xi) 6= t.If t is not ground, then if �(Xi) = �(t), then there exists a variable Xj in t such that �ni = �nj + cfor some c 2 �nd(Xj ; t); this cannot be the case since we started from a solution of Syst.t 62 Xi: Similar to the case above.[3(Xi; Xj ; Xk): This means that �ni = �nj = �nk = 0 and �(Xi) = �(Xj) = �(Xk) = ;.XijjXj and i; j � h, then �(Xi) = �(Xj) = ;.If i > h (the same if j > h), then �ni 6= �nj , and hence �(Xi) = f;g�ni is disjoint from �(Xj) = f;g�nj .set(Xi): It is trivially satis�ed since all the variables have been instantiated to set-terms. 2Proof of Theorem 11.5 (Correctness and Completeness)To prove the correctness and completeness of the procedure SATSET we �rst prove correctness andcompleteness of the procedure set infer with respect to the set of successful valuations on SET .Lemma 13.5 Let C be a constraint and C 0 = C ^ Cset be the constraint obtained from C using theprocedure set infer. Then for all valuations � of the variables of C respecting the sorts it holds thatSET j= C[�] $ SET j= C 0[�]Proof. If � is a successful valuation of C 0 then it is trivially a successful valuation of C. In the otherdirection, let us assume that � is such that SET j= C[�]. Then all the literals in C[�] are well-formed,and all the new constraints added by set infer must be ful�lled. 2De�nition 13.6 C is a sort-complete constraint if set infer(C) infers only already known information.In other words, all possible set constraints are already present in C.45



To prove the correctness and completeness of the non-deterministic procedure STEP we �rst prove theresult for each individual rule.Lemma 13.7 Let C be a sort-complete constraint and C1; : : : ; Cn be the constraints (hence neither falsenor error) non-deterministically obtained by applying a single rule of one of the rewriting procedures ofSection 9. Then SET j= ~8 C $ 9 �N n_i=1Ci!where �N are the newly introduced variables. If n = 0 then the right-hand side is equivalent to false.Moreover, all the constraints Ci are sort-complete.Proof. We check the property for each single rule. In particular, we prove that the stronger resultSet j= ~8 �C $ 9 �N Wni=1 Ci� holds for most of the rewriting rules. For the other rules we will prove theresult on SET .not union: There is a unique rule (1) and it is exactly the implementation of the complementation of ([).The various Ci are trivially sort-complete.not disj: There is a unique rule (1). It is the implementation of the complementation of axiom (jj). Againthe constraint remains sort-complete.member: Rule (1) is justi�ed by axiom (N).Rule (2) respects the semantics of f� j �g, stated by axiom (W ).For rule (3), assume there is a set N such that X = ft jNg and set(N): axiom (W ) ensures thatt 2 X . On the other hand, if t 2 X , by axioms (E) and (W ) it holds that X = ft jXg. Observethat the constraint set(N) is added to type the new constraint.union: To prove the correctness and completeness result for this procedure, we �rst observe that theresult in SET for a variable N in a constraintft j sg = ft jNg ^ t =2 N (�)is the set ft j sg n ftg (by (E) and (W )). Moreover, if set(s) then N is forced to be a set, as well.Thus, the constraint set(N) is superuous.Rules (1), (2), and (3) follow trivially by axioms (N); (E), and ([).Rule (4): It is easy (but tedious) to check that if � is a successful valuation in SET for one disjunctamong (i)|(iii) then it is a successful valuation for [3(s1; s2; ft1 j t2g).In the other direction, let us assume that SET j= [3(s1; s2; ft1 j t2g)[�]. By (W ), we have that�(t1) 2 �(ft1 j t2g). Three cases are possible:� �(t1) 2 �(s1) ^ �(t1) =2 �(s2): by ([), (W ), and (E) it must be that SET j= [3(s1 nft1g; s2; ft1 j t2g n ft1g)[�]. As stated by (�) above, the new variables N and N1 are thewitnesses of the set di�erence.� �(t1) =2 �(s1) ^ �(t1) 2 �(s2): similar to the previous case.� �(t1) 2 �(s1) ^ �(t1) 2 �(s2): by ([), (W ), and (E) it must be that SET j= [3(s1 n ft1g; s2 nft1g; ft1 j t2g n ft1g)[�]. As stated by (�) above, the new variables N;N1, and N2 are thewitnesses of the set di�erence.For rule (5) the situation is similar to the case (4) above. [3(ft1 j t2g; t;X) and ([3) imply thatt1 2 X . N1 is ft1 j t2g n ft1g. N is X n ft1g. Case (i) is when t1 =2 t; case (ii) is when t1 2 t.For rules (6) and (7), we can �rst observe that ( ) is trivially true. Now, let us assume thatSET j= [3(X;Y; Z)[�]. We can identify two cases:46



� �(X) = ;. In this case, since X 6= t, by equality, we have that �(t) 6= ; (case (iii)).� �(X) 6= ;: X must be a (non-empty) set. By (E) there must be an element N1 that belongsto �(X) and not to �(t) (case (i)) or vice versa (case (ii)).disj: Rule (1): Axiom (jj) is trivially veri�ed by two terms s and t if one of them is the empty set andthe other is a set. This is exactly the e�ect of rule (1).Given a variable X , such that set(X), the unique way to prove X jjX using axiom (jj) is to forceX = ;. This justi�es rule (2).For rule (3), assume ft1 j t2gjjX (or vice versa). This means, by axiom (jj), that for all Z 2 ft1 j t2g,it holds that Z =2 X . By axiom (W ), Z 2 ft1 j t2g if and only if Z = t1 or Z 2 t2. Thus, by standardequality axioms, ft1 j t2gjjX if and only if t1 =2 X and for all Z 2 t2, it holds that Z =2 X , namelyt1 =2 X and t2jjX . Observe that, by hypothesis, we already know that set(X).For rule (4) the reasoning is similar to the above case: by axioms (jj) and (6 jj), ft1 j s1gjjft2 j s2g ifand only if for all Z 2 ft1 j s1g it holds that Z =2 ft2 j s2g. This means by (W ) that t1 =2 ft2 j s2gand for all Z 2 s1 it holds that Z =2 ft2 j s2g. Now, t1 =2 ft2 j s2g is equivalent, by (W ), to t1 6= t2and t1 =2 s2. It remains to prove that S1jjft2 j s2g is equivalent to t2 =2 s1^s1jjs2. This can be easilyderived by repeating the above reasoning for ft2 j s2gjjs1.not member: Rule (1) is justi�ed by axiom (N).Rule (2) ful�lls the semantics of f� j �g, stated by axiom (W ) and (W 0).As proved in (3) of the procedure member, t 2 X if and only if there is a set N in SET such thatX = ft jNg. Since X here occurs in t, axiom (F s3 ) ensures that X 6= ft jNg. Thus t =2 X is triviallyful�lled, provided X be a set. But this is known from the initial hypothesis.not equal: Rule (1) is justi�ed by axiom (F2).For rule (2), the fact that f(s1; : : : ; sn) 6= f(t1; : : : ; tn) implies si 6= ti for some i = 1; : : : ; n is aconsequence of standard equality axioms. The other direction is exactly axiom (F 01).Rules (3) and (4) are again justi�ed by standard equality axioms.Rules (5) and (6) are the implementation of the axiom scheme (F s3 ).Rule (7) is exactly the standard extensionality axiom (E) that can be also written as:X 6= Y $ 9Z ((Z 2 X ^ Z =2 Y ) _ (Z =2 X ^ Z 2 Y ))set check: Rules (1), (2), and (3) are exactly axioms (S0), (S1), and (S2).equal: Rules (1), (2), and (5) are justi�ed by standard equality axioms. Observe that the test ensures thataction (5) can not generate ill-formed terms, although the constraint might become inconsistent.Rules (3) and (4) are the application of the freeness axiom scheme (F s3 ). For rule (6), assumeX = ft0; : : : ; tn jXg. Then, choosing N = X , there exists N such that X = ft0; : : : ; tn jNg holds.Now, assume there is N such that X = ft0; : : : ; tn jNg. Then, using the properties (Ab) and (C`)implied by (E) it is immediate to verify thatX = ft0; : : : ; tn jNg = ft0; : : : ; tn; t0; : : : ; tn jNg = ft0; : : : ; tn jXg :Rule (7) is justi�ed by axiom (F2).The ( ) direction of rule (8) is a consequence of equality axioms. The (!) direction is axiom (F1).Rule (9): Assume there is a successful valuation � for ft j sg = ft0 j s0g on SET . Then, we haveset(s) and set(s0). By (E) and (W ), and the fact that SET is a model of Set, it holds that � isa successful valuation of one of the formulae (i); (ii); (iii), or that there is a N such that � canbe expanded with �(N) = �(s) n f�(t0)g or �(N) = �(s) and it is a successful valuation of (iv).47



Conversely, if � is a successful valuation of one the formulae (i); (ii); (iii), or (iv) on SET , it isimmediate to prove using (E) that it is a successful valuation for ft j sg = ft0 j s0g on SET .Rule (10): As for rule (9), if � is a successful valuation of one of the formulae (i){(iv) on S, it isimmediate to prove using (E) that it is a successful valuation for ft0; : : : ; tm jXg = ft00; : : : ; t0n jXg.On the other direction, assume � is a successful valuation for ft0; : : : ; tm jXg = ft00; : : : ; t0n jXg and� �(t0) = �(t0j) for some j. Then, by (E) and (W ) one of the four disjuncts holds (possibly, with�(N) = �(X) or �(N) = �(X) n f�(t0)g).� �(t0) 6= �(t0j) for all j. This means that the disjunct (iv) is satis�ed with �(N) = �(X)nf�(t0)g.Rule (11) is justi�ed by the fact that only well-typed successful valuations are accepted. 2Theorem 11.5 Let C be a constraint and C1; : : : ; Cn be the constraints obtained from the application ofset infer and from each successive non-deterministic computation of STEP. Then,1. if SET j= Ci[�] then SET j= C[�] for all i = 1; : : : ; n.2. if SET j= C[�] and C[�] is sort-complete, then for all i = 1; : : : ; n, � can be expanded to thevariables of vars(Ci) n vars(C) so that it ful�lls SET j= Ci[�].Proof. The result is immediate from Lemmas 13.7 and 13.5, and from the termination result|Theorem 9.10. 2Proof of Theorem 9.10 (Termination)Let us start by providing an intuitive description of the way used to prove the termination of SATSET .We begin by proving that each individual procedure|e.g., equal, not equal etc.|is locally terminating,i.e., each call to such procedures will stop in a �nite number of steps. Local termination of each individualprocedure does not guarantee global termination of SATSET , since the di�erent procedures are dependenton each other|i.e., execution of one procedure may produce constraints which need to be processed byother procedures.It is common practice to prove termination by developing a complexity measure for the system ofconstraints, and by showing the existence of a well-founded order on the complexity measure. Thetermination derives from the fact that the steps of the constraint solving algorithm produce constraintsystems with a smaller complexity.There is general agreement that proving termination of various classes of equational uni�cation algo-rithms (in particular in the case of signatures which include both free and no-free function symbols) is acomplex task [8, 30, 28]. Since SATSET includes the procedure equal, which indeed belongs to this classof complex problems, we prefer to develop an incremental termination proof, instead of immediately at-tempting to develop a very complex complexity measure. As mentioned earlier, we start by proving thateach procedure locally terminates. In particular, the proof of local termination of equal is an adaptationof the proof presented in [22, 28]. After proving local termination, we show that the algorithm, deprivedby the union procedure, always terminate, by making use of a suitable complexity measure. Finally, weinsert union in the reasoning and we prove the global termination result.Local terminationWe begin by proving that each individual constraint procedure terminates for all possible input con-straints. We will make use of the notion of size de�ned in Def 13.3.Lemma 13.8 Each of the individual procedures member, not equal, disj, not member, not union, not disj,set check, set infer, and union used in SATSET terminates.48



Proof. By case analysis, we show that each rule application decreases a given complexity measure.member: size(C2) is decreased by each rule application.not equal: size(C 6=) is decreased by each rule application, except for rule (4), that leaves it unchanged.However, this rule application can only double the number of rule applications performed.disj: size(Cjj) is decreased by each rule application.union: size(C[3) decreases for rules (1)|(5). It remains unchanged for (6) and (7) but their globalexecution is bounded by 2jC 6=j. As a matter of fact, rules (6) and (7)iii introduce the 6=-constraintt 6= ;, and removes the constraint Z 6= t. If t is not a variable this constraint can not �re again anyof the rules (6) and (7). If t is a variable, then at most one further application is possible.not member: size(C=2) is decreased by each rule application.not union: size(C=2) is decreased by each rule application.not disj: size(C 6jj) is decreased by each rule application.set scheck: size(Cset) is decreased by each rule application.set infer, �nd set: are based on recursive calls on smaller size atoms and terms. 2It remains to prove the local termination of the procedure equal. The intuitive idea behind this partof the proof is that it is possible to determine a bound on the height of the terms which can be generatedduring the constraint solving process. During the development of the constraint solving process, it ispossible to show that the algorithm operates on terms which have progressively decreasing height. Letus start by characterizing the notion of level of a term.De�nition 13.9 Let C be a collection of = constraints. A level is a functionlev : vars(C) �! NThe function is extended to terms in T (�;V) as followslev(f(t0; : : : ; tn)) = 1 +maxflev(t0); : : : ; lev (tn)g f 2 �; f 6� f� j �glev(;) = 0lev(fs j tg) = maxf1 + lev (s); lev (t)gGiven a constraint s = t, let us de�ne lev(s = t) = lev (s) + lev(t).A level function lev is a p-level if it satis�es the following condition: for each constraint s = t in Cwe have that lev (s); lev(t) � p.Observe that, given a valuation � of a constraint, a p-level that also ful�lls lev(�(s)) = lev (�(t)), forsome p depending on the global number of occurrences of function symbols in �(C), must exists However,this property will be a corollary of the proof of termination of equal.In order to �nd a suitable bound p for the level functions to be used in the termination result, wedevelop a graph representation of the terms which appear in the constraints, obtained by generalizingthe approach adopted in [53]. Given a system of constraints C we de�ne G0 to be the initial graphrepresentation of C. G0 is constructed as follows:� The graph contains one node for each occurrence of a symbol of � in C, and one node for eachvariable in C. For the sake of simplicity each constant a is replaced with a term a(X) where X isa �xed new variable. 49



� For each term f(t1; : : : ; tn) in C (f 6� f� j �g), if the node � is associated to the speci�c occurrenceof f and �i (1 � i � n) is the node associated to the symbol root of ti, then the graph contains theedges (�; �i). Each of these edges has a label 1 on it.� Let r be a term of the form fs j tg in C. Let � be the node associated to the outermost occurrenceof f� j �g in r, � the node associated to the outermost symbol of s and � the node associated to theoutermost symbol of t. Then the graph contains one additional node  and the following edges:(�; �) (label 0), (�;  ) (label 0), and ( ; �) (label 1). This is also illustrated in Figure 15. The node is called the set enclosure of s. rr rr
@@@@@�����fs j tg f� j �g (�) s (�) t (�)0 01Figure 15: Graph Representation of f� j �gThe equal procedure performs the following transformations to the graph:� rule (1); (2); (8) leave the graph unchanged;� rule (5) adds an edge from the node of X to the node of t (with label 0);� rule (6) replaces an edge (label 0) with another edge to a new node (for N), again with label 0;� let us assume that the original terms compared are ft0; : : : ; tm jTg and fs0; : : : ; sn jSg. Rules (9)and (10) are assumed to be repeated until the set terms that are compared are completely eliminated.This will leave a collection of = constraints of the form tj = si and possibly additional equationsof the form T = fsT1 ; : : : ; sTh jNg and S = ftS1 ; : : : ; tSk jNg. We assume that the pre-existing nodesintroduced for the set enclosures of the elements sT1 ; : : : ; sTh ; tS1 ; : : : ; tSk are used when needed andnot repeated. The only new edges created are those that link T and S to the set enclosures of theelements sTi and tSj (all labeled 0).We can show the following results:Lemma 13.10 If we indicate with Gi a graph obtained after i steps of the equal procedure, then Gicontains a number of 1 edges which is no greater than the number of 1 edges in G0.Proof. Obvious from the description of the graph transformations induced by equal. 2Lemma 13.11 If we indicate with Gi a graph obtained after i steps of the equal procedure, then Gi doesnot contain any cycle with at least 1 edge.Proof. Let us consider the various possible cases:� rules (1), (2), and (8) do not add edges to the graph, and thus they cannot lead to the creation ofcycles;� rule (6) adds an edges with label 0 and destination a new variable. Since the new variable does nothave any outgoing edges no cycles can arise; 50



� rule (5) creates a new edge (label 0) from the variable X to the term t. If this generates a cycle,then this means that before this step there was already a path (with at least one 1 edge) from theroot of t to the node of X|i.e., X is part of the term t. But this is one of the conditions thatprevent the application of rule (5);� the iteration of rules (9) and (10) leads to a collection of equations of the type si = tj (whosecreation does not involve generation of new edges) and the binding of the tail variables as result ofequations of the type S = fr1; : : : ; rk jNg. First of all observe that being N a new variable, theedge from the node of S to the node of N will not create cycles. The binding creates paths (withone 1 edge) from the node of S to the root of ri. The conditions which allow the application of thesubstitution (see rule (5)) guarantee that S does not appear within ri, which in turn guaranteesthat there is no path from the root of ri to the node S. This allows us to conclude that also in thiscase no cycles are generated. 2In the following theorem we prove the termination of a slightly more deterministic version of theprocedure equal. In particular, the determinism is added to rules (6), (9), and (10).Theorem 13.12 (equal Termination) There is an implementation of equal that terminates for anygiven input constraint C.Proof. Let us consider a non-failing derivation produced by the equal procedure C0; C1; C2; : : :. Weassociate to each Ci a complexity measure Compl(Ci) de�ned as follows:Compl(Ci) = hAi; Biiwhere:� Ai = f[lev i(c) : c 2 Ci ^ c is not in solved form ]g� Bi =Ps=t2Ci size(s)� lev i : vars(Ci) �! N de�ned as follows:{ if i = 0 then for each X in vars(C0) lev 0(X) = p, where p = size(C0) + 1.{ if i > 0 then lev i is derived from lev i�1 as described step by step in the rest of the proof below.� f[s1; : : : ; sn]g denotes the multiset containing the elements s1; : : : ; sn. The relation � is de�nedas f[s1; : : : ; sm; t2; : : : ; tn]g � f[t1; : : : ; tn]g if s1 < t1; : : : ; sm < t1, m � 0. With a slight abuse ofnotation let us indicate with � the transitive closure of the above relation. � is a well-foundedordering [19].Let us denote with � the usual lexicographic ordering between pairs. We will use � to compare thecomplexity of two systems of constraints.Let us examine the e�ect of the di�erent rules of the procedure equal.(1) lev i+1 = lev i; Ai+1 is obtained by removing an element 2lev i(X) from Ai.(2) lev i+1 = lev i; Ai+1 = Ai while Bi+1 is equal to Bi � size(t).(5) In this case we modify lev i to guarantee that lev i+1(X) = lev i+1(t). This is achieved as follows:1. if lev i(X) = lev i(t) then lev i+1 = lev i; Ai+1 is obtained by removing an element 2lev i(X)from Ai.2. if lev i(X) > lev i(t) then lev i+1(X) = lev i(t), while lev i+1(Y ) = lev i(Y ) for all variables Y 2vars(Ci) di�erent from X . Ai+1 is obtained from Ai by removing an element lev i(X)+ lev i(t);moreover, for each c in Ci containing X , we have that lev i+1(c) � lev i(c). Thus Ai+1 � Ai.51



3. if lev i(X) < lev i(t), then we need to reduce the level of certain variables in t to obtain theequality lev i+1(X) = lev i+1(t). The function lev i+1 is obtained using the following procedure:procedure reduce ( t: term; n: integer);if (lev (t) > n) thenif (t variable) thenlev(t) := n;else if (t = f(s1; : : : ; sm) and f 6� f� j �g) thenfor j := 1 to m doreduce(sj ,n� 1);endforelse if (t = fs1 j s2g) thenreduce(s1,n� 1);reduce(s2,n);end;The procedure is executed as follows:lev := lev i;reduce(t, lev i(X));lev i+1 := lev ;Observe that the procedure reduce will never be called as reduce(s;m) where s is a groundterm and lev(s) > m. In fact, observe the following facts:� if lev i(X) = p� c with c > 0, then this means that the graph contains a path of length cfrom a variable of level p to the node of X .� if a call of the form reduce(s;m) with s ground and lev (s) > m occurs, then this meansthat there exists within the term t a path of length lev (t) containing no variables.� from the two previous points we can conclude that, since lev(X) < lev(t) and c = p �lev(X), c+ lev(t) > p. This implies that there exists in the graph a path of length strictlygreater than p. Since the graph contains only p�1 edges of length 1 (from Lemma 13.10),then this means that the graph contains a cycle with at least one 1 edge. Lemma 13.11asserts that the presence of this sort of cycles leads to an occur check, and this contradictsthe initial hypothesis of a non-failing computation.Ai+1 is obtained from Ai by removing an element lev i(X) + lev i(t); moreover, for each c inCi containing variables whose level has been modi�ed by this step, we have that lev i+1(c) �lev i(c). Thus Ai+1 � Ai.(6) Let us assume that the application of this rule is immediately followed by rule (5). After the twosteps we have that lev i+1 is determined as in the previous step. Moreover, for the new variable Nwe impose lev i+1(N) = lev i+1(X). Similarly to (5), we have that Ai+1 � Ai.(8) lev i+1 = lev i. In Ai+1 an element 2 +Pnj=1 lev i(sj) + lev i(tj) is replaced by the n smaller elementslev i(tj) + lev (sj). Clearly this leads to Ai+1 � Ai.(9)=(10) let us assume that these two steps are iterated until the set equation is completely resolved.2This produces a collection of equations of the form tj = t0k plus possibly one of the following cases� S = ft0j1 ; : : : ; t0jkg if the �rst set term has S as tail variable and the second set term has ; astail� T = ftj1 ; : : : ; tjhg if the second set term has T as tail variable and the �rst term has ; as tail2This request, as well as the sequence (6); (5) add determinism to the algorithm. As shown in [22], this is needed toensure termination. 52



� T = ftj1 ; : : : ; tjh jNg and S = ft0j1 ; : : : ; t0jk jNg if that the �rst set term has S has tail variableand the second has T as tail variable� X = ftj1 ; : : : ; tjh ; t0j1 ; : : : ; t0jk jNg if we are in case (10)As in step (5), the application of the substitution for the variables S, T , or X possibly modi�eslev i. For the third case, we additionally require that lev i+1(N) = max(lev i+1(S); lev i+1(T )). Thedesired properties derive from the discussion made in step (5). 2Partial terminationTo continue in our incremental proof of termination, in this section we consider the execution of thealgorithm without the union procedure. The termination result will be extended to the case of union inthe next section.Let us start assuming that one cycle through SATSET has been performed. Observe that none ofthe procedures produce 6 [3 or 6 jj constraints. Thus, we can safely ignore the two procedures not unionand not disj from our discussion. Moreover, after the �rst iteration of SATSET , the procedure memberis activated only by the step (8) of not equal or by the union procedure. For this reason, we will alsoignore the member procedure, and we will instead directly consider its e�ect on the rest of the constraintsystem. Similarly, the equal procedure is reactivated only by the same steps and its global e�ect is only tosubstitute a variable with a set term. Thus, for the same reason we will not consider the equal procedureany further and we will just consider its global e�ect on the constraint system.We consider the de�nition of STEP' as in Figure 16:STEP0(C) : not equal(C);apply subs(C);Figure 16: The procedure STEP'In the procedure not equal we assume that the step (8) is iterated until the disequation between setsis completely factored out. This means that step (8i) (step (8ii) is symmetrical) is as follows: assumethat fs j rg is fs1; : : : ; sm jhg and fu j tg is ft1; : : : ; tn j kg, with h; k variables or ;. The global e�ect ofthe subcomputation is that of returning a constraint of the form (1 � i � n):N = si; si 6= t1; : : : ; si 6= tn; si =2 kor one constraint of the form h = fN jN 0g; N 6= t1; : : : ; N 6= tn; N =2 kif h is a variable. In this last case, we can also safely assume that if ti contains h, then the disequationN 6= ti is immediately removed (being obviously true).The procedure apply subs performs the following three tasks:1. It applies a substitution X = fN jN 0g to the whole constraint.2. It reduces constraints of the form t 62 fN jN 0g to t 62 N 0 and N 6= t.3. It reduces constraints of the form fN jN 0gjjY to the constraints N 62 Y and N 0jjY .Thus, the e�ect of apply subs(C) is that of applying one of the substitutions X = fN jN 0g generatedduring step (8) of not equal. The procedure not member can only be reactivated by applying a substitutionwhich expands the X in a constraint of the form t 62 X . For this reason we directly assume that apply subsitself simpli�es t 62 fN jN 0g to t 62 N 0 and N 6= t. Similarly, the procedure disj can only be reactivated53



by applying a substitution for X in a constraint of the form X jjY . For this reason we can safely assumethat apply subs immediately reduces the constraint fN jN 0gjjY to the constraints N 62 Y and N 0jjY .The above assumptions lead to a more deterministic version of the di�erent procedures.Let A be a new variable introduced by step (8) of not equal in the substitution X = fA jBg. Aconstraint of the form A 6= t or A 62 t is called passive.Lemma 13.13 Let A be a new variable introduced during step (8) of not equal in the context of a sub-stitution X = fA jBg. The following properties hold:1. a passive constraint of the form A 6= t introduced is immediately in solved form, and it will neverbe processed again by not equal;2. a passive constraint of the form A 62 X introduced remains inactive until a substitution for X isgenerated by step (8) of not equal. At that point the constraint is replaced by a pair of constraints,one of the form A 6= A0 with the same properties listed in point 1. and one of the form A 62 B withthe same properties as A 62 X;3. step (8) of not equal will never generate a substitution of the form A = fA0 jB0g.Proof. This result can be proved by induction on the number of substitutions performed. The resultis obvious if no substitutions are generated.Let us consider the application of a substitution Xn = fAn jBng, and let us assume the result to holdfor the previous n � 1 substitutions. In particular this implies that Xn is di�erent from Ai with i < n.Since the initial constraint was in solved form for 6=, jj, and 62 constraints, then we have the followingpossible cases:� a constraint of the form Y 6= t can be a�ected by the substitution in two ways. If Xn appears int then the constraint remains in solved form. Otherwise, if Xn � Y and t is a set ft1; : : : ; tm jhg,then rule (8) of not equal is activated. It is straightforward to verify that substitutions for Bn maybe generated in the rest of the computation but not for An. Also, it is obvious that the passiveconstraints will never be reactivated.� a constraint of the form X jjY can be a�ected by the substitution if X � Xn or Y � Xn. Also inthis case it is immediate to verify the validity of the result.� a constraint of the form t =2 X can be reactivated if X � Xn. The situation is similar to the one inthe previous case. 2Theorem 13.14 (Partial termination) Let C be a constraint obtained after executing the �rst itera-tion of SATSET . The repeated application of STEP' as in Figure 16 eventually terminates.Proof. Let us de�ne the following complexity measure for a system of constraints C: Compl(C) de�nedas follows: Compl(C) = hA;Biwhere:� lev : vars(C) �! N is the level function present at the end of the execution of the equal procedure.� for each constraint p(t1; t2) in C we de�ne lev (c) to be lev(t1) + lev (t2)� A = f[lev(c) : c 2 C ^ c is not passive and c is not an equation]g]f[lev(X) : X = t is in C and it is not in solved form]g� ] is the union between multisets 54



� B =Ps=t;s6=t2Ci size(s)Let us consider the di�erent rules:(1)=(5)=(6) Ai+1 is obtained by removing an element from Ai.(2) In Ai+1 an element 2+Pnj=1 lev(sj)+ lev (tj) is replaced by a smaller element lev(tj)+ lev (sj). Thisleads to Ai+1 � Ai.(4) Ai+1 = Ai while Bi+1 is equal to Bi � size(t).(7) Ai+1 is obtained by removing an element lev(X) + max(lev(t1) + 1; : : : ; lev(tn) + 1; lev(X)) andreplacing it with an element lev (tj) + lev (X).(8) Let us focus on case (8i); the other case is perfectly symmetrical. Assume that fs j rg is fs1; : : : ; sm jhgand fu j tg is ft1; : : : ; tn j kg, with h; k variables or ;. The global e�ect of the subcomputation isthat of returning a constraint of the form (1 � i � n):N = si; si 6= t1; : : : ; si 6= tn; si =2 kor one constraint of the formh = fN jN 0g; N 6= t1; : : : ; N 6= tn; N =2 kif h is a variable.� in the �rst case Ai+1 � Ai since all the new disequations have level smaller than the initialone.� in the second case, we de�ne lev (N) = lev(h)�1 and lev(N 0) = lev(h). Observe that lev i(h) >0: all variables existing at the end of equal have level greater than or equal to 1; if h wasintroduced by step (8) in a term f� jhg then it has the same level as one of the preexistingvariables (thus � 1); if h was introduced by (8) in a term fh j �g then by Lemma 13.13 thevariable cannot be instantiated to a non-variable term.Observe that Ai+1 is obtained from Ai by removing one element strictly greater than lev (h)and introducing a new element lev(h).apply subs: the procedure apply subs perform the following three tasks:1. It applies the substitution X = fN jN 0g to the whole constraint. Observe that Ai+1 is decreasedby lev(X) because of the removal of the equation from the constraint. Observe also that, as in thecase of equal, the application of the substitution does not raise the level of any other constraint.2. It reduces the constraints of the form t 62 fN jN 0g to t 62 N 0 and N 6= t. First of all, N 6= tis a passive constraint, that is not accounted for in the complexity measure. Furthermore, thelev(t 62 fN jN 0g) = lev(t 62 N 0). Thus this step does not change Ai+1.3. It reduces the constraints of the form fN jN 0gjjY to the constraints N 62 Y and N 0jjY . Note thatN 62 Y is a passive constraint, which is not accounted for in the complexity measure. Furthermore,lev(N 0jjY ) = lev(fN jN 0gjjY ). Thus, Ai+1 is not a�ected by this step. 2
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Collective TerminationLet us consider now the introduction of [3 constraints. As in the previous cases, we introduce a de-terministic ordering on some of the steps in order to simplify the termination proof. In particular, weassume the following structure of the execution:1. we start by performing one complete execution of STEP(C);2. during the successive iterations, we can observe the following:� not union and not disj are not executed, since these constraints are never regenerated.� as discussed in the previous section, we can safely ignore member and treat it directly as asubstitution of a variable.� in the previous section, the rest of the execution was described as an iteration of the STEP' asin Figure 16. In this case we extend STEP' by replacing apply subs with a full-blown versionof equal, called equal', that can possibly activate a complete execution of union after each ruleapplication in it.� We de�ne a modi�ed version not equal' of the procedure not equal. When not equal forces theapplication of a substitution, we assume that it might activate the procedure union. The twoprocedures continue interleaved and using application of substitutions when needed, as far asthe solved form is reached. We call not equal' this extended version of the procedure.STEP00(C) : not equal0(C);equal0(C);Figure 17: The procedure STEP"More in detail, equal' performs the following actions:1. it behaves exactly in the same way as equal for all the rules except rule (5);2. rule (5) leads to the following sequence of actions:(a) it applies the substitution to the whole constraint and removes the solved form equation;(b) it reduces the constraints of the form t 62 fN jN 0g to t 62 N 0 and N 6= t;(c) it reduces the constraints of the form fN jN 0gjjY to the constraints N 62 Y and N 0jjY .(d) it performs an extended execution of union, namely, the rules in union are repeated until allthe [3 constraints are in solved form, and each equation of the form X = t generated duringthis process is immediately applied to the whole constraint.Lemma 13.15 Given a constraint C containing only [3 constraints in solved form, and given a substi-tution W = t, an extended execution of union (point ( 2d) above) terminates.Proof. Let us observe that t can only be either ; or a set term of the form fs1; : : : ; sk jSg|the casewhere S is ; is simpler and not dealt with in this proof.If t is ; then the proof is obvious. We can also safely avoid to deal with the application of rules (6) and(7). As a matter of fact, these two rules can occur only at the early phases of the computation and are nolonger �red later. Consider for instance the case of rule (6i). The initial constraint is [3(A;B;C)^C 6= r.The constraint generated is: [3(A;B;C) ^N 2 C ^N =2 rThe membership constraint is further rewritten into C = fN jN 0g. This means that, after the executionof equal we will have a situation of the kind:[3(A;B; fN jN 0g) ^N =2 r56



Thus, rule (4) can be applied on the �rst constraint and the termination considerations done for this ruleapply.Otherwise, let us de�ne a measure of complexity for the system of [3 and =2 constraints. The complexityis de�ned as follows: Compl (C) = f[�(t1) + �(t2) + �(t3) : [3(t1; t2; t3) 2 C]gwhere� �(V ) = j�(fs1; : : : ; skg)j � jf�(si) : (�(si) =2 X) 2 Cgj for all the variables V 2 vars(C), and� � is the substitution produced so far by union; � is set to be empty at the beginning of eachexecution of union,� �(;) = 0� �(ft j sg) = �(s) + 1Basically, we are trying to take advantage of the fact that the only substitutions the extended executionof union generates are of the form D = fsi1 ; : : : ; sih jNg, where the si` are among the initial s1; : : : ; skand constraints si` =2 N are generated. Thus, �(N) < �(D).Di�erent si's can become equivalent after the application of some substitution �: this is the reason forconsidering � in the de�nition of �.We will show that this complexity measure decreases during the execution. We have assumed that theinitial constraint is in solved form, namely it contains only constraints of the type [3(E;F;G), in which�(E) = �(F ) = �(G) = jfs1; : : : ; skgj � k.Assume (this is the most general case) that after the application of � one of the constraints above hasthe form: [3(fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg; fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g; fsh1 ; : : : ; shc jZg);Moreover, some constraints amongâ`=1 si` =2 X ^ b̂`=1 sj` =2 Y ^ ĉ`=1 sh` =2 Zcan be present.We analyze the various constraints introduced:(4i) � fsh1 ; : : : ; shc jZg = fsh1 jNg ^ sh1 =2 N Any solution of this equation will have �(N) <�(fsh1 ; : : : ; shc jZg)� fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg = fsi1 jN1g ^ si1 =2 N1, Any solution of this equation will have �(N1) <�(fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg)� [3(N1; fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g; N)Thus, Compl (C) decreases. Observe that the introduction of = and =2 constraints does not lead tonon-terminating computations, since the algorithm on these kinds of constraints has been provedto terminate in Theorem 13.14.(4ii) is perfectly symmetrical.(4iii) � fsh1 ; : : : ; shc jZg = fsh1 jNg ^ sh1 =2 N Any solution of this equation will have �(N) <�(fsh1 ; : : : ; shc jZg)� fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg = fsi1 jN1g ^ si1 =2 N1, Any solution of this equation will have �(N1) <�(fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg) 57



� fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g = fsj1 jN2g^ sj1 =2 N2. As in the previous step, any solution of this equationwill have �(N2) < �(fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g)� [3(N1; N2; N).Thus, Compl (C) decreases.(5i) In this case, c = 0, namely the third argument is simply Z.� fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg = fsi1 jN1g ^ si1 =2 N1. Any solution of this equation will have �(N1) <�(fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg)� Z = fsi1 jNg ^ si1 =2 N . For the new variable N it holds that �(N) = �(Z)� 1� si1 =2 fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g� [3(N1; fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g; N).Thus, Compl (C) decreases.(5ii) Again, c = 0.� fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg = fsi1 jN1g ^ si1 =2 N1, Any solution of this equation will have �(N1) <�(fsi1 ; : : : ; sia jXg)� Z = fsi1 jNg ^ si1 =2 N . For the new variable N it holds that �(N) = �(Z)� 1� fsi1 jN2g = fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g ^ si1 =2 N2 It holds that �(N2) < �(fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g)� [3(N1; N2; N).Thus, Compl (C) is decreased.Observe that all substitutions that can be generated are of the desired form N = fsj1 ; : : : ; sjb jY g,with sj1 =2 Y; : : : ; sjb =2 Y . This allows us to conclude the proof. 2Lemma 13.16 An execution of non equal' (interleaved with the procedure union and application of sub-stitution) always terminates.Proof. If rule (8) is not applicable, termination is immediate. Consider application of rule (8i) andconsider the substitution of the form h = fA jBg. Without loss of generality (it is immediate to seethe logical equivalence) we assume that also the constraint A =2 B is introduced. This substitution canactivate the union procedure. For instance, a constraint [3(X;Y; h) can be replaced by [3(X;Y; fA jBg).One possible e�ect of action (4) is to introduce the constraints[3(X 0; Y 0; B) ^X = fA jX 0g ^ Y = fA jY 0g ^ A =2 X 0 ^A =2 Y 0At this point we apply the two substitutions X = fA jX 0g ^ Y = fA jY 0g: they can extend termsand require further applications of union. But the process terminates thanks to local termination|Lemma 13.8: each variable is expanded at most once. After applying all these substitutions, the controlreturns to not equal. But the �rst element of the complexity Compl(C) given in Theorem 13.14 (namely,the multiset of levels of constraints) has decreased. 2We are �nally ready for the global termination result.Theorem 9.10 (Termination) There exists an implementation of SATSET that terminates for anyinput C.Proof. As explained at the beginning of the section, we consider the more deterministic version ofSATSET that performs one iteration of STEP and then repeats the sequence STEP" until failure or errorare detected, or a solved form is reached. As far as the initial execution of STEP, its termination isensured by Lemma 13.8 and Theorem 13.12. 58



To prove the global termination, we will point out a complexity measure that decreases from ruleapplication of the extended procedure equal'. The complexity is the same used for the termination of theprocedure equal in Theorem 13.12: Compl(Ci) = hAi; Biiwhere:� Ai = f[lev i(c) : c 2 Ci ^ c equality not in solved form ]g� Bi =Ps=t2Ci size(s)Let us analyze the behavior of this complexity during the di�erent steps of the equal' procedure. Thenovelty of equal', as described before, is the fact that additional actions are performed after rule (5)(in particular an extended execution of union is performed). The complexity decreases after each ruleof equal' di�erent from (5) for the same reasons described in the proof of theorem 13.12. If rule (5) isapplied then:� an equation X = t is removed from the constraint, thus removing from Ai an element lev i(X) +lev i(t); additionally the levels of other variables may be decreased as a consequence.� from lemma 13.15 we know that the extended execution of union terminates; additionally, from theproof of the lemma we can see that:{ some variable substitutions may be generated and immediately applied; from the proof of13.15 we can see that these substitutions do not modify the level of any term;{ some equations of the type s0m = sj may be generated; these may arise from the equationsfs1; : : : ; sk jSg = fs0m jNg produced by union. It is easy to see that thelev i(X) + lev i(t) > lev i+1(s0m) + lev i+1(sj)since s0m; sj are proper subterms of t.From Lemma 13.16 we know that each extended execution of not equal terminates without introducingequalities|thus, without a�ecting the complexity. 2
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